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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OE THE STUDY

CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Physics,l education as a subject in the school curriculum
receives a great deal of attention from students, teachers and
members of the community. This attention, to be maintained, is
tantamount to requiring those in the physical education field
to offer the best program possible under the existing circum-
stances of the community. In order to do this physical educa-
tors must be able to back up their programs with objective
evidence which necessitates continued study and use of the find-
ings resulting from the research.
Familiarity with the research literature in the field of
r
physical education is important because it shows clearly the
problems in the field and the methods which have been made and
are being made to solve them. Students often find it necessary
to go back to original research sources. For the graduate
student it will be helpful to have a guide for assistance in
searching out the background of particular problems and thesis
work.
The research material in the physical education field is
widely scattered. A reference work with the material collected,
classified and indexed would prove of value not only to stu-
dents, both undergraduate and graduate, but to instructors as
weal
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The purpose or this study is threefold: (1) provide a
classified bibliography of research literature in physical edu-
cation for the years 1932-1946, inclusive; (2) to show the
volume of research in the various areas: and (3) to show' the
trend (s) which the research has taken over this fifteen year
period. The primary purpose is that of providing the classi-
fied bibliography.
This study should be of assistance to those who are build-
ing course bibliographies as well as to those who need to come
in contact with research literature in physical education which
may appear in periodicals in related fields. It will provide
a ready reference source for physical education students.
-.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW CF LITERATURE

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In this post-war period a great acceleration of graduate
work is exoected and is at oresent being realized. Today, some
56 institutions now offer graduate work in the field of physical
education which is three times the number offering the work ten
years ago. x This increase in graduate study has brought about
a need for tracing research literature, along with the necessity
for a thorough knowledge of the literature in the field. Educa-
tion consists not so much in the knowledge accuired as in the
ability to discover the desired information when it is needed.
To date there is no work available which brings together
the widely scattered material on research in physical education.
Cureton, '. K. in hi s "Guide for Tracing Research in
Health, Physical Education and Recreation Field" presents a
specific guide to the health, physical education and recreation
literature. It is a valuable jumping off place for the ferret-
ing out of research literature.
The following references will prove helpful in tracing
physical education literature, both research and non-research:
Sefton, A. A., "Guide to the Litei’ature of Physical Educa-
-LHewitt, J. E., "The Graduate Major in Physical Education",
Re search Quarterly, May 1942
^Cureton, T. K., "Guide for Tracing Research in Health,
Physical Education and Recreation Field", Research r.uarterljy ,
_
•
-
tion Including Certain Aspects of Health Education and Recrea-
tion, “Research Quarterly, 6:3-47, December 1935*
Hodgson, P., Chairman, "Studies Completed by Members of the
National Association of Physical Education for College Women,"
1941-1943, Research Quarterly, 15:225-231, October 1944.
Hodgson, P., Chairman, "Studies Completed by Members of the
National Association of Physical Education for College Women,"
1943-1945, Research Quarterly
,
16:293-301, December 1945.
Waller, W.H. , "Periodical Literature of Physical Fitness,
January 1939 to December 1943 (An Annotated Bibliography),"
Masters Thesis, University of Illinois, 1944.
There are many publications available dealing with physi-
education literature in the form of periodicals, books,
thesis, pamphlets and mimeographed materials. The Research
Quarterly publishes most of the research which is carried out
in physical education, but in no way covers the field entirely.
This periodical has had its present title since 1930. Before
that date it was known as the American Physical Education
Review (1896-1929)* Prior to this date, it was known as the
Report of the American Society for the Advancement of Physical
Education (1885-1895)*
Guides to general literature in health, physical educa-
tion and recreation include the Readers Guide to Periodical
Literature, The Ohio File, Index-Med ileus, Loyola Educational
Index, The Index-Catalogue and the Education Index. This
latter work presents the best single source for tracing research
in the field.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
In order to make a bibliography of greatest value and use,
it w 9 s felt that the research ar
blassified into distinct fields.
tfhich have been chosen are famil
education and therefore should f
sired research articles. On thi
vere selected and are listed as
Tests & Measurements
Physiology
Athletics
Curriculum
Body Mechanics
Anthropometry
Administration & Supervision
Psychology
Anatomy
Unclassified
Bibliography
Physical Growth
Program
Attitudes
The general fields of Tests
\rere then divided into sub-areas
Tests & Measurements:
Physical Fitness
Motor Ability
Motor Skills
Motor Educability
Motor Witness
Motor Rhythm
Motor Performance
Motor Learning
tides should be grouped and
The fields of classification
iar to the student of physical
acilitate the location of de-
s basis 28 classification areas
follows
:
Job Analysis
Physically Handicapped
Aims & Objectives
facilities & Equipment
Liability
Uniforms
Film Bibliography
Timing
Interests
Grading
Methods
Rules
Teacher Training
Dance
& Measurements and Athletics
Correlation
Physical Ability
Physical Ability & Intelligence
Program
Achievement
Athletics
Classification
Knowledge
-5-
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6Motor Coordination
Motor Control
Methods
Aptitude
Teacher Training
Reaction Time
Balance
Prediction
Athletics
Track & Field
Basketball
Swimming
Athletics (general & unclassified)
Football
Boxing
Timing
Baseball
Golf
Skiing
Soccer
Touch Football
Volleyball
Intramural
Interschoolastic
Intercollegiate
Wrestling
Tennis
Motion Pictures
Force & Velocity
Archery
Speed Factor
Riding
Field Hockey
Because of the wealth of material on physical education
certain limitations were necessarily placed upon this study.
The following educational periodicals were analyzed for
articles which were primarily research studies in some area of
physical education. In addition to those listed below, the
Columbia Teachers College Contributions to Education and the
Iowa University Studies were examined.
Research Quarterly
American Journal of Physiology
Child Development
Journal of Health & Physical Education
Child Development Monographs
Journal of Physical Education
Journal of Experimental Psychology
School & Society
Journal Educational Research
School Review
Journal Applied Psychology
American Journal of Anatomy
Mind & Body
Pedagogical Seminary & Genetic Psychology
Elementary School Journal
Education for Victory
Journal Experimental Education
*.
,
.
*
fiTET-r
7School Life
Journal Negro Education
Journal Educational Psychology
To record the material three by five cards were used,
showing the title of the article, the author, the reference and
the classification. This relatively simple method of recording
proved satisfactory.
Every issue of the above group of periodicals was
examined during the fifteen year period 1932 to 194-6, inclusive,
with the exception of Mind and Body, Child Development
Monographs, Child Development. All issues of Mind and Body
were examined from 1932 until the publication of this Journal
ceased in 1936. The last issue of Child Development
Monographs to be examined was Vol. 10, No. 1, 194-5* All issues
of Child Development through this fifteen year period were
analyzed terminating with the September 194-6 issue.
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CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION

CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION
One of the values of bibliographical research is that
it may indicate certain trends within a field. Although the
value of this thesis lies in the bibliography, in analysing
the component parts of the outline used in the bibliography
some interesting observations were made.
The type of material found is perhaps indicative of
trends in physical education research, possibly showing not
so much trends but where the main interest has been placed.
For example, 287 of the total number of articles or 31*96$
dealt with the area of Tests & Measurements; 173 articles or
19 *27$ were associated with Physiology, whereas no work was
carried out in either Methods or Rules.
Table I gives the percentage of articles alloted to the
various classification fields.
Can it be assumed that the areas which attracted less
attention are not as important as those fields which showed
the greatest amount of work? Prior to 1947 research work
pertinent to the physically handicapped was negligible .66$
As a result of the intense interest in the handicapped veteran
perhaps the near future will see a decided rise in that
particular phase of physical education certainly it is one
deserving of the knowledge and thought of physical educators.
- 8-
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The following table will show at once where the emphasis
has been placed.
TABLE I. TOTAL NUMBER O'" ARTICLES PERIOD 1932-1946 AND
PERCE: TAGS IN VARIOUS ElELDS
No. of
Articles Percent
Tests & Measurements 287 31
.
96
Physiology 173 19.27
Athletics 74 8.24
Curriculum 53 5*90
Body Mechanics 44 4.90
Anthropometry 38 4.23
Administration & Supervision 35 3.89
Psychology 33 3.67
Anatomy 24 2.68
Unclassified 22 2.44
Bibliography 21 2.33
Physical Growth 18 2.00
Program 15 1.67
Attitudes 15 1.67
Teacher Training 10 1.11
Dance 7 .77
Job Analysis 7 .77
Physically Handicapped 6 .66
Aims & Objectives 4 .44
Eacilities & Equipment 3 .33
Liability 2 .22
Uniforms 2 .22
Film Bibliography 2 .22
Timing 1 .11
Interests 1 .11
Grading 1 .11
Methods 0 .00
Rules 0 .00
99.92Total 898
rc
Looking at the leading area, Tests & Measurements, it was
found in the breakdown that Physical Fitness, as might be
expected, was the area which received the greatest emphasis
with 53 articles or 18.46$ of the material devoted to that
field. Tables II & III give a complete picture of the
dispersion of that particular unit.
TABLE II. TOTAL NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGE CF ARTICLES IN ALL
AREAS OF TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS PERIOD 1932-1946
No. of
Articles Percent
Physical Fitness 53 18.46
Motor Ability 25 8.71
Correlation 24 8.36
Physical Ability 22 7.66
Program 20 6.96
Physical Ability & Intelligence 19 6.62
Achievement 19 6.62
Athletics 17 5*92
Classification 15 5.22
Knowledge 14 4.87
Teacher Training 12 4.18
Motor Skills 8 2.78
Motor Educability 7 2.43
Motor Fitness 5 1.74
Motor Rhythm 5 1.74
Motor Performance 4 1.39
Character 4 1*39
Reaction Time 3 1. 04-
Balance 3 1.04
Motor Learning 2 .69
Motor Coordination 2 .69
Motor Control 1 .34
Methods 1 .34
Prediction 1 .34
Aptitude 1 .34
287 99.87Total
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TABLE III. NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ARTICLES IN FIELD OF
ATHLETICS ONLY
No. of
Articles Percent
Swimming
Basketball
Athletics (general & unclassified
Track & Field
Force & Velocity
Golf
Speed Factor
Tennis
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
23.52
23.52
11.76
11.76
11.76
5.83
5 * 38
5.88
Total 17 99.96
Physical education laces a great deal of effort, time and
money on athletics, in both the so-calied minor snorts and the
major sports.
Contrary to what the average person might expect, Football
ranked fifth (5.49)5) in the amount of research devoted to it.
Traciv & Field and Basketball received equal treatment (17*56.5).
Table IV shows the displaceme it of the parts making up the unit
of athletics
.
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TABLE IV. TOTAL NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ARTICLES IN
FIELD OF ATHLETICS
NO. of
Articles Percent
Track & Field 16 17.58
Basketball 16 17*58
Swimming 11 12.08
Athletics (general & unclassified). 8 8.79
Football 5 5*49
Volleyball 4 4.39
Intramural 3 3.29
Wrestling 3 3.29
Boxing 3 3*29
Tennis 2 2.19
Timing 2 2.19
Motion Pictures 2 2.19
Baseball 2 2.19
Interschoolastic 2 2.19
Force & Velocity 2 2.19
Golf 2 2.19
Archery 1 1.09
Skiing 1 1.09
Speed Factor 1 1.09
Soccer 1 1.09
Riding 1 1.09
Intercollegiate 1 1.09
Touch Football 1 1.09
Field Hockey..., 1 1 .09
Total 91 99.84
Throughout the fifteen year period the field of Tests and
Measurements remained consistently high. It reached its low
point in 1933, raising again in 1934. Figure 1 depicts the
yearly range of the eight leading fields of research.
The years 1934 and 1935 were found to be the two years in
which the volume of research studies was greatest, the latter
year being six points higher. Figure 2 shows the volume of
articles per year for the period covered by this study.
t ,1
I
With respect to the periodicals from which the materials
for the bibliography were gathered Table V Indicates the number
of articles found in the various periodicals, followed by a
tabulation showing the number of articles per year per
periodical (Table VI).
Of the periodicals examined, two contained one article
pertinent to the field of physical education, while the
Journal of Educational Psychology contained no references
relative to physical education.
«’
•> n <1? t ’ c* • C
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TABLE V. NUMBER OF ARTICLES PER PERIODICAL
No . Title Amount
1 Research Quarterly cl4
2 American Journal of Physiology 75
3 Child Development 48
4 Journal of Health & Physical Education .. 28
Child Development Monographs 20
Journal of Physical Education 19
7 Journal Experimental Psychology 18
8 Columbia T. C. Contributions to Education 16
School & Society
10 Journal Educational Research
11 School Review
12 Journal Applied Psychology 7
13 Iowa University Studies
14 American Journal of Anatomy
15 Mind and Body 4
16 Pedagogical Seminary & C-eneLic Psychology 3
17 Elementary School Journal
18 Education for Victory
19 Journal Experimental Education 2
20 School Life 1
21 Journal Negro Eaucati on 1
22 Journal Educational Psychology 0
Total 898
The following tabulation shows the number of articles per
ye_;r found in the various periodicals (TA3LE VI).
, ;
. v - •«
TABLE
VI.
NUMBER
ARTICLES
PER
YEAR
PER
PERIODICAL
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CHAPTER V
BIBLIOGRaI he
ADi'hhl 1STRATI OK AP'D SUPERVISION
1. A Comparative: Stud._ of the Effects of Vr.e Financial De-
pression on Certain Vocational Aspects of College
Physical Education, Scott, K. A., Research Quarterly
5:97-106, Oct. 1934
2. A Consideration of 5,ualiUes Used by Administrators in
Judging Effective Tea • srs f Physical Education in Min-
nesota, G-r&ybe 1, E., Research: Quarterl y , 12: 741-744,
December 1941
3. A System of Evaluating Teachers in Physical Education,
Jebster, R. V/., Research Quarterly
,
l4:82-95> March, 1943
4. A Study of Current Practices in Student Teaching and Su-
pervision, Jackson, C. Q., Research quarterly
,
3:152-158,
March 1932
5. A Study Pertainin.- to the Athletic Directorship of Inter-
col_cgiate Athletics, DeGroat, H. S., Research Quarterly,
7 :i4-35> October 1936
6. A Study of State Physical Education Associations, Bronson,
A. 0., Research Quarterly
,
5:112-133, March 1934
7. res and Service in Physical Education,
Selected schools of New York Stave, Abernathy, R.,
Columbia Teachers Col_ege Contribution . to Education
,
Vol
9047 1944
3. A Study of the financing of Varsity Sports, Dome, A. E.
and Browne, W. R., Journal of Physical Education
,
33:12,
September-October 1935
9. Administrative Problems in Required Physical Education for
men in Universities, Research quarterly , 3:218-222,
May 1932
10. Administration of Intramural Athletics for men in Colleges
and Universities, Nordly, C. L., Columbia Teachers College
Contributi on to Education. Vol 716, 1937
- 20-

ADMINISTRATION AND SHE SRVISION (com.)
Administration of Health and Physical Education in New
York State, Jones, K. ..uia Teacir.ers College Con -
tribution to Education
,
Vol. 622, 1934-
Administration of School Playgrounds in the Educational
System of C tica o, le, Clements, W. S
. ,
Research Quarter-
ly
, 8:55-59, December 1937
Administration of Health and Physical Education for Men in
Colleges and Universities, Hughes, W . L., Columbia Tea-
chers College Co n tributi:. . -at ion
,
Vol. 54-1, 1932
Application of the State Regulations governing the Boys
Physical Education Laboratory Pro ram in 35 Centralized
Schocis of New York, the, Johnson, R. H., Research Quarterly
12:141-152, March 1941
College Eootball Costs, School and Society, Wilkins, E. H.
47:381, March 19, 1938
Comparison of the Health and Physical Recreation Activi-
ties of High Scho 1 Teachers nd Coaches, Cooke, p. H.
anu er, . E.
,
esearch Quarterly
,
8:94-102, May 1933
Evaluating the Ef fectiveness of Supervision for Student
Teachers, Rugan, M. E., Research g mrterly 9:89-1^1,
October 1938
Guiding Principles in Teacher Training from a Public
School Point of View, Blanchard, V. S., Research Quarterly
3:80-92, May 1932
Importance of Providing Cumulative Sick Leave for Teachers
the, ,7eber, C. A., Research Quarterl y, 13:4-94-497,
December 1942
Mental and Physical Health of reachers
,
the, Gould, A.,
School and Society
, 53:796, May 31, 194-1
Methods and Techniques used in Surveying Health and Phys-
ical Education in city schools, Davis, E. C., Columbia
Teachers College Contributions to Education, Vol, 515,1932
Methods of Procedure in the City Comprehensive School
Health and Physical Education Survey, Harmon, J. M.,
Research Quarterly, 6: Sun 54—62, March 1935
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ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION (Cont.)
23. Organization and Administration of Health and Physical
Education in Large Cities, the, Hinman, S., Research
'Quarterly
,
11:97-108, December 1940
24. Organization an Ld inis ration of Laboratory Experience
in Teaching Physical Education, the, McNeil, J. P.,
Research quarterly
,
5:101-120, May 1934
25 . Physical Education for -iris — needs in Junior Senior
High Schools, Somers, F. A., Journal of Health and Physi -
cal Education, 3:26, December 1932
26. Present Practices and Methods of Supervising Practice Tea-
chers in Physical Education, Kurachek, P. W., Research
Quarterly, 12:131-140, March 1941
27 . Prerequisites for Teacher Certification in Physical Educa-
tion in the United States, Morehouse, L. E. and Schaaf, 0.
Research Quarterly, 13:286-291, October 1942
28. Problems Related to Administrative and Teaching Procedures
in Hygiene and Physic 3 Education, Wellesley College Stud-
ies, Research . ..mrterlv, 9: Sup 67- 7
8
,
March 1938; Vol • 9,
No. 1, March 1938
29 . Principles and Procedures in the Conduct of 11 Interschool”
Athletics for Adolescent 3-irls, Montgomery, K. W.
,
Research Quarterly
,
13:60-67, March 1942
30. Report of a Study on Administration and Fi e c igh
School athletics for Boys, Evans, R. and Berry, R.,
Research quarterly, 1 7-204, October 1946
31. School Health and Physical Education; extent of public
hi- ii school enrollment, U. S. Office of Education, Educa-
cation for Victory
, 3: No. 1: 7-8, January 3, 1944
32. Stuuy of Present Practices in Supervision of Practice
Teachers in Physical Education in Tsacher- training Insti-
tutions, 113 in, H. G., Research ,,,1ar^rly, 7:56-59,
December 1936
33. Survey of Administrative Relations ho os of Department of
Physical Education in Colleges and Universities, Baker , G- .M
Research Quarterl y, 13:217-228, May 1942.
34. Survey of the Problems Confrontin 1 sn Student Teachers in
the Field of Physical Education, Brainard, A. F., Research
Quarterl y, 13:336-340, October, 1942

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION (coat.)
War Emergency Certificates in Physical Education in the
United Stages, Cobb, L. S. and Landreth, V. S., Research
quarterly, 14:342-355, December 1943
'./hat Agencies are Doing in Physical Work in Kansas City,
Kansas, Thorp, V. E., Journal of physic, 1 Education
,
30:15, September 1932
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Pupil Objectives in High School Physical Education, Lapp,
V. W., Research Quarterly
, 4:157-168, Ma\ 1933
he art of Coro ittee on Objectives and Polices, Mustaine,
W. H»
,
Chairman, Research .-.uarterly
, 5:39-44, Dec. 1934
Study of' the Functions of Physical Education in Higher Ed-
ucation, Cobb, L. Wh, Columbia Tsac:.crs College Contri bu-
tions to Education, Vol . 876
,
1943
Study of the Stated Aims and Purposes of the Departments
of Military Science and Tactics and Physical Education in
Landgrant Colleges and Universities, Nash. W. L.
,
Columbia
Teacrors Colxe
f ^ C tr_ 0. * ns to En^cat , V 01 . 614, 1 .74
ANATOMY
A Study of Kinesthesia in Relation to Selected Movements,
Young, 0. G.
,
Research Quarterly, 16:277-287, Dec. 1945
Action Current Study of the Rectus Abdominalis as a Postural
Muscle in Arm Movements, Slater-rHammel, A., Research Quar-
terly, 14:96-105, March 1943
An Experimental Analysis of Running and of Certain Fundamen-
tal Differences between Trained and Untrained Runners, Hub-
bard, A. V/., Research Quarterly, 10:28-33, October 1939
Crepitus in Normal Shoulder Joints, Hawley, G., Research
Quarterly, 6:41-44, October 1935
Dermatoglyphics and Handedness, Newman, H. H.
,
American
Journal of anatom,,
, 55:277, 1934
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46.
47 .
49.
50.
51.
Feet, the, Wellesley College Studies, Research Quarterly
,
9: Sup 135-107, December 1938
Fitness of Feet and Legs, Cure ten, T. K.
,
Research Quarter -
ly
,
12: Sup 368-380, May 1941
Growth oi' Bone, Muscle and Overlying Tissues in C ilaren
6-10 years of Age as Revealed by Studies oi' Roentgenograms
of the Leg Area, the, Stuart, H. C. and Dwineli, F. K.,
Child Developr.ie .it, 13:195* September 1942
Handedness and Bimanual Dermatogra hie Differences, Leche,
S. . American Journal of Anatomy
, 53:1, 1933
Human Foot, the: Study of its Mechanics and Role of Its
Muscles and Ligaments in the Support of the Arch, Jones,
R. L., American Journal of Ana t omy, 68:1, 1941
Lower Back, the, Wellesley College Studies, Research quar-
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161. A Study of Falls in Skiing, Smith, R.E.jr., P.e search
;uarterly
,
9:97-104, December 3-933
Soccer
162. A Survey to Determiuc the Status of Soccer for ./omen in
Colleges and Universities of the South, Combined with a
Survey of Methods of Tea chin Soccer, Conn, E . , Pendergast,
H., and McCall, M. , Research fuarterlj , 10:66-69, Dec. 1939
Swi uming
163. A Study of the Effects of Inter-C-ixegiate Swimming on the
Sinuses, Livingstone, A., Research quarterly, 3:143-151
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164.
Action of Drugs on Efficiency of Swimmers, Halde, J.,
V/ynn, /., Research quarterly, 17:96-101, May 1946
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166. An analysis of the - iratory Habit of Trained Swimmers,
i , . . .
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G-raaf f
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Quarterly , 3:199-217, hay 1932
167 . An Investigation of the influence of Exercise upon Di-
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Aciditj of Gastric Juice, K-s earc:. _ rt ny, 5:52-62,
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168. Analysis of the Propelling 7orce in the Crawl Stroke,
Karoovich, P. V., Research Quarterly, 6: Sup 49-58,
May 1935
169. Analysis of the Basic Factors Involved in Fancy Diving,
Lanoue, F.
,
Research uarterly
,
11:102-110, March 1940
170. Effect of Oxygen Inhalation on Swimming Performances, the,
Karpovich, P. V., Research .uarterly , 5:24-30, May 1934
171.
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Effect of Basketball, Wrestling a no Swimming upon the
White Blood Corpusorles, the, Karpovich, P. V., Research
quarterly
,
6: Sup. 42-48, May 1935
Effect of Training in Swimming upon the Morphological Com-
position of the Blood, Hawking, C. C., Research quarterly,
6: Sup 59, Mai 1935
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173 • Energy Expenditure in Swimming, Karpovitch, P. V. and
Mill ma n , N . , American Journal of Physiology
,
1 42 ; 140 , 1 944
1?4. Hypersensitiveness to Cold: A Condition dangerous' to
Swimmers, Horton, B. T. and Gabrielson, M. A., Research
quarterly, 11:119-125, October 1940
175* Metabolism ana Energy usea in Exercise, Karpovich, F. V.,
Research quarterly
,
12: Sup 425-431, May 1941
176. Observations and Tests of Swimming at 1932 Olympic Games,
Cureton, T. K., Journal of Physical Education
, 30:125,
March 1933
177* Prediction of Time in Swimming Breast Stroke Based on Oxy-
gen Consumption, Karpovich, P. V. and LeMaistre, H.,
Res. .arch Quarterly
,
11:40-44, March 1940
173. Respiratory Habits of Trained Swimmers During the Start of
a Race, the, Morehouse, L. E., Research : uarterly
,
12:186-188, May 1941
179. Respiration in Swi ng and Diving, Karpovich, P. V.,
Research quarterly, 10:3-14-, October 1939
180. Standards for Testing Beginning Swimming, Cureton, T. K.,
Research quarterly, 10:54-59, December 1939
161. Two Studies in Swimming Starts: I Use of Starting Blocks,
II Optimal Time for Holding a Swimmer on his Mark, Tuttle,
if. Morehouse, L. E., Armsbruster, D., Research Quarter’
1£, 10:89-98, March 1939
182. ,/ater Resistance in Swimming, Karpovich, P . V., Research
Quarterly, 4:21-28, October ^933
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183* A Study of Com..on Tennis Faults made by Beginners, Driver,
H. I., Journal of Health and Physical Education, 5:36,
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Timing
184. A Practical Electro-Mechanical Race Timer, Welser, L.,
Research Quarterly, 4:97-107, December 1933
135. An Analysis of the Errors in Stop-Hatch Timing, Cureton,
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of Health and Physical Education, 4:40
,
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Track and Field
187. A Study of the Distribution of the Force Exerted upon the
Block in 'Starting from Various Starting Positions, Kistler*
J. V/
. ,
Research Quarterly, 5: Sup 27-32, Kay 1934
183. A Study of Hammer Velocity and the Physical Factors in-
volved in Hammer Throwing, Laps, V. //., Research Quarterly,
6: Sup 134-144, October 1935
189* A Study . f the Movement Pattern in Starting a Race from
the Crouch Position, Bresnahan, G-. T., Research Quarter l.\ , ;
5: Sup 5-H, May 1934
190. A study of the ratory Habits f Sprinters in Starting
a Race, Felker, A. H. Research Quarterly, 5: Suo 20-26,
May 1934
191. An Bxper
.
tal Studj of Reaction Time of the Start in Run-
ning a Race, Nakamura, II., Research Quarterly, 5: Sup
33-45, May 1934
192. An Experiment 1 Analysis of Runnin nd of Certain Funda-
mental Differences between Trained and Untrained Runners,
Hubbard, A. Research : u-' rterly
,
10:26-38, Get. 1939
193 • Determination of uhe Efficiency of Group Learning Under
Different Incentive Conditions and Modes of Activity , the
,
Cozens, ,7., Research quarter-
1
; , 4:p0-62, May 1933
194. Determination of the ./eight and Size of a Standard Discus
for College 7/omen, the, Tuttle, V. .7.
,
Research Quarterly,
14:321-325, October 1943
195* Effect of ^oot Spring on the Starting Time and Speed in
Sprinting and the Relation of Physical Measurement to Foot
Spacing, the, Dickinson, A. D., Research Quarterly, 5:Suo
12-19, May 1934
196. Effect of Hip Elevation on Starting Time in the Sprint,
White, R. A., Research uarterly
, 6; Sup 128-133, Oct. 1935
197* Factors Contributing to Speed in the Start of a Race and
Characteristics of Trained Sprinters: A Summary of Experi-
mental Investigations, Bender, W. G., Research Quarterl y,
5:3up 72-79, Maj 1934
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198. Possible Neuromuscular Mechanism as Limiting “’actor for
Rate of Leg Movement in Sprinting, Slater-Hamel, A.,
Research quarterly, 12:745-756, December 1941
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199* Pulse-R? te Test as a Measure of Athletic Endurance in
Sprint Running, the, ^lannagan, K., Research Luarteri.y
,
6 : Sup 46-50, October 1935
200.
Pure Speed as a Positive Factor in Some Tr*o ck and Field
Events, Coleman, J. :J
.
,
Research .uarterly, 11:47-53,
May 1940
201.
Relation of Physical Stature to Ability in the Running
High Jump, f^rakower, H., Mind and Body
,
41:157-160,
November 1934
202. Relationship between Reflex Time and Running Events in
Track, Lautenvack, R. and Tuttle, W. V/
. ,
Research fuarterl r
3:138-143, October 1932
203. Skeletal Characteristics of the High Jumper, Krakower, H.,
Research quarterly
, 6:75-84, May 1935
204. Skeletal Symmear^ and High Jumping, Krakower, H.
,
Re search
quarterly
,
12 : 213- 227
,
May 1941
205 . Studies m the Start of the 3 rint, Tuttle, >/. V.,
Research lyu.:. . .
..y, 4:110-130, . 1 933
206. Track and Field Surrey, Schrivner, A* C.,
J
ournal of Health
<-nd 1 Da mention, 11:37, Febr uary 1 p40
Volleyball
207 . A Study in Volleyball, Clevett, M. A., Journal of physical
Education
, 29:167, May 1932
208. A Study of the Comparative Recreational Values of Volley-
ball with Team Games, Dual and Individual Activities for
College Vomen
,
Crosslin, H., Research 'uarterly, 10:128-
132, May 1939
209. Summary of the Techniques of Volleyball: as Described by
Varsity Team flayers, Clevett, M. A., Journal of Physica l
Educat ion, 29:185, June 1932
210. Testing Progress in Volleyball, Clevett, M. A. and Laves©,
R. A., Journal of Physical Education, 30:8, Sept. 1932
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211. Effect of Water Polo or: Bio d Pressure and Pulse-Rate, the
Wlhardt, W. P. an'- Orth, 0. S., Research Quarterly,
7:99-101, May 1936
Wrestling
212. A National Study of Incidence of Accidents in High School
.. .. tling, Reeck, C. C., Research Quarterly, 10:72-74-,
March 1939
213. A Survey of the Extent of H^gh School Wrestling in the
United States, Wiggins, E. E
. ,
Research Quaruerly, 5:123-
126, October 1934
214. Effect of Weight Loss by Dehydration and the Witholding of
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Work of the Stomach:'III its Effect on the Relation between
Secretory ... Motor Function, Hellebrandt, F. a. and
Dunn ilt , A merica n Journa l o f Phys iology , 107:364, 1934
. .>
. Studi s on the Influence of Exercise on the Digestive
Work of the Stomach: IV Its Relation to the Physiochem-
-
leal Changes in the Blood, Hellebrandt, 7 . A. , Boernstein,
H. D. ini Hooper, L. L., Am^rxCc^ Journ 1 3 f Physiology,
107:570, 1934"
529 . Studies on the Physiology of Sleep: VIII Diurnal Varia-
tion in Performance, Heetman, N., American Journal of
Physiology
,
104:449, 1933
530. Studies on the Physiology of Sleep: XI Further Observa-
tions on the Effaces of Prolonged Sleeplessness, Coopermai,
N. R., Mull in, 7. J. and Kleitman, N
. ,
Amer ic:n Journ al
of Physiology, 107:589, 1934-
531* Studies in the Physiology of Activity: I on Certain Re-
actions of College Women lo Measured Activity, Hodgson,
P., R^s-.arcu c.unrterly
,
7:3-25, Is rc 1936
_
32
. 3t dies in
.
s Lo
.
of Activity : II on Certain Re-
actions of College W n .. J’ollowinj Participation In Two-
Court Basketball, Hod .
,
-score's , rtcr ly , 7:45-
55, ita^ 1936

PHYSIOLOGY (cont.)
533 • - : in iology of Activity: III on rtaii
actions or College Women Following Parti : j tion in Thse-
:et 11, n, I .
,
e i i-o,. yovrterly
,
10:53-
60, October 1939
534. Studies in Exercise Physiology, Taylor, C. American j^ur-
nal of Physiol ogy, 135:27, 1940
535* Studies in the Human Neuro-Muscular Mechanism: I The
Theory of “Subsidence of Afferent ‘Flow" as an Explanation
of the Lengthening ction"
. ether phenomena, Berey, .
P. C. and Buchanan, D. N., Americs i Joui
104:112, 1933
b3 6 . Te: tbo ok Fal jg ing t
Heart, Karpovich, P. V
. ,
Research £u rterly, : -
,
'
1937
537. Training in Human Muscles Working With and :i. .o' l©od
ly, Mai
., . . L. nc Broeker, A. 1., A„.-rican Jour.r.
of Physiology, 132:390, 1 941
538* Urea Clearance and Prbtei ! - During Exercise, Light, A.
barren
,
0. k», 117s658, 1936, American Journal
of Physiulogy
539. Validity of the Pulse-Ratio Test of Cardiac Efficiency,
.
. , F. M. and Kleeberger, 9. L., Ae
s
. rc ^uartdrly,
9:32-46, Larch 1938
540. The Validity of Circulatory-Re spirit orj i s as an In-
Lex : Endurance Condition i . ing, ...
,
J.
1 esearch iu^rter-ly
,
11:3**H, Oct. 1940
541. Variations in Metabolic Levels as shown by Oxygen Consump-
tion of Football Athletes t.hruout a playi r Season,
Idwin, a
.
,
. J
. ,
Quarterly
,
4:26-
30, DecetAoer 1933
342. Variations in Intramuscular Pressure ...
man Musele, Hellebrandt, F. A
.
,
3r j ler, E. F. and Kelso, L. E., American Join . 1 of
Physiolo/.,;
, 126:247, 1939
.. .. * Pi . Responses to Exercise, Schmidt, E. 0.,
Collins, R
. ,
Americ .. rnal of Ph siology, 121:574,
1-936
“
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PHYS IOLOG-Y ( con t
.
)
544. Venous Return as a Factor Affecting the Vital Ca -city,
the, Dow, I .
,
of Physiology, 127 : 793
j
1939
545 • Weight Loss Changes during Muscular Work Following Food
Ingestion, Rowland, I., American J irnal of ysiology,
113-307, 1935
345. Work Done by Muscles in Rum '
..
,
Elftman, E., America*
Journal of Physiology, 129:672, 1940
PHYSICAL GROWTH
347 • .1 Handbook of Methods of the Stud} of Adolescent Children,
Ireelich, .. Daj
,
-
. G. , and Lachman , 3. E., Child
Development Monographs, 3: ,/2, 1938
548. Adolescent • eriod. A Graphic ana Pictorial Atlas, the,
Shuttleworth, F. K., C Development . graphs, 3:
#3, 1938
549* Bodily Rhythmic Movements of Young Children, Christians n,
H.
,
Columbia Teachers College Contributions to Education,
Vol
. 736, 1938
559* Brush Foundation Study of Child Growth and Development,
II Physical Growth and Development, Simmons, K.
,
Child
Development Monographs, 9: #1, 1944
551* Califor.. . Adolescent Growth Study, the, Jon« s, H. E.,
journal Educational Research, 31:561, April 1933
352. Data on the Growth of 3 ublic School Children (from the ma-
terials of the Harvard Growth Study), Dearborn, W. F.,
Roo-ney, J., an.. Shuttleworth, F. K
. ,
Child Development
Monogra ;hs
, 3 : #1 , 1 938
583 • Motor perfor .. ce .... Adol« :ence In 1ud in* the 3tud} of
Relationships with Measures ui Physical Growth and Maturi-
ty, Espenscbiade
,
A., Child Deve-LO^meiiL Monographs, 5: #1,
1940
554. Physical Growth of White Children --A Review Of American
Research prior to 1900, Meredith
,
H. V., Child Development
Monographs, 1: #2, 1935
-t
PHYSICAL GROWTH
555* 1 hysical C-rowth or Mentally Deficient Boys, the, Flory, C
.
D., Chi-La Development Monographs
,
1: ^6, 1936
556. Physical Growth from Birth to Two Years: II 3 c ' .rcum-
ference: Part 1, A Revi-w an: Synthesis of North Ameri-
can Research on Groups of Infants, Meredith, H. V.,
Child Development, 17:1, Marcn-June 194-5
557» Physic - n iental Growth of Clrls and Boys, 3 -19 in
Relation to the Age at Maximum Growth, the, Shuttleworth,
P. K., Chi-Ld Development Monographs
,
4: #3, 1939
558* Physique, P« *s ->nality and Scholarship: A Cooperation
Stud] of School Children, Sanford, R. N., Maskins, M.
,
Miller, R. B
. ,
C. lid Development Monograms 8 : j-1, 1943
5: 9. Relation of Accelerated Normal and Retarded Puberty to the
Height and !e~ - - of Scto-ol Children, the, Child Develop-
ment Monographs
,
2: fl, 1937
560. Relationship Between Mental and Physical Growth, Abernathy,
G
. K .
,
Child Developmem Monographs, 1: #7, 1936
561. Sexual Maturation and the Physical Growth of Girls Age
6-19, Shuttlewoth, G., Child Development Monographs,
2: #5, 1937
562 . Sexual Maturation and the Skeletal Growth or ' iris A
6-19, Shuttleworth, F. E., Child Development Monographs,
3: #5, 1938
563» Sexual Maturation and the Grow. f Fat, . usele nd Bone
in Girls, Reynolds, 7. L., Chlxd Development
,
17:121,
Sept. 1946
564. Studies from the Center for Research in Child Health and
Development, School of Public Health, Harvard University,
I, The Center, the Group under Observation, Sources of
Information ana Studies in Progress, Stuart, H . C. and
Staff, Chi
x
d Devei opmen t Mon ographs 4: jfl, 1939
565 * Studies from the Center for Research in Child Health and
Development, Harvard University, II,, Types, Levels and Ir-
regularities of Response to a Nursery School Situation of
40 Children observed wit 3 ecial Reference to Home Envir-
onment, Slater, S
. ,
Beckwith, R., and Behnke, Child Devel-
opment Monographs
, 4: #2, 1939

PHYSICAL GROWTH
68
(cont
.
)
566
.
Studies from the Center for Research in Child Health and
Development, School Public Health, Harvard University,
III, The Growth of Bone, Muscle and Overlying Tissues as
Revealed by Studies of Roentgenograms of the Leg Area,
Stuart, H. C., Hill, P., and Shaw, C., Child Development
Monographs, 5 : #3, 1940
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
567 . A further Study of Recreational Therapy, Hunt, J., Ash-
croft, K • , and Johnson, G. B., Research .uarterly , 9:60-
63, 1933
568, An Age-Grade Study of Physically Disabled Pupils in Minne-
sota Public Schools, Nilson, K
. ,
Elementary Schoo l Journal
33:1 22
,
Ocoober 1932
569 • Influence of Muscle Training on Birth-Injured Mentally
Deficient Children, Longwell, S. G
. ,
Feaagogicai Seminary
and Geneti c Psychology, 46 : 349-37 0 , J une 1 935
570. Motor Abiliti- s of Deaf Children, Long, J. H., C^lunbia
Teachers College Contributions 00 Education, Vol. 514,
1932
571. Relation of Undiscovered or Disregarded Physically Handi-
caps to Learning, the, Eames, T. H., Elementary School
Jo urnal
,
45:516, May 1945
572. Score Card for Evaluating Physical Education Frograms for
Physically Handicapped children, Landers, J. P
. ,
Re sear cn
uarterly, 16:216-20, October 1945
PROGRAM
573* A Studj of the Subjects Taught by IO37 Tea oners of Health
and Physical Education in public Schools of Indiana,
Moore, H. E
. ,
Res€ r u-. 1 terly
,
4:29-37, October 1933
574. A Stud,; of Seven Learn-to-Swim Campaigns, Erie, S. F .
,
Journal of , hysioal Educati on, March-August 1937
575* A Si,ud^ of "Man over Forty 1 , Kostoff, P. G. , Journal of
Physxcal Education
,
Nove A er-December 1939
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PROGRAM ( con t
.
)
576. A Study of Physic: i Department Membership Discontinuances,
See 1-bach, F.
,
Journal of 'hysicai 'education, 78:28,
November-December 1940
577. Analysis of tbs Likes and Dislikes of Boys ana Girls in
Health Education Activities, Grades 5 , 6 , 7, 8 , in the
Detroit Public Schools, Blanchard, V. 5., Research Quarterly
4:238-245, March 1933
578. Coeducational Physical Education Class Program at the
College Level, the, Co b, L. S., Research 8u:-rterly
,
10:20-32, December 1939
579. Postwar Trends in Physical Education Programs, Kiphuth, R
.
,
Blesh, T. E. and Kiphuth, 0. W.» Journal of Health and
Physical Educ_.tion
,
16:491, November 1945
580. Physical Education for Business Men, Lee, J. Journal
o f Physical Education
, 31:59, March-Acril 1934
581. Selective Service Rejections a. .a School Health a 1 i hysi-
ca1 Education Programs, Lyon, G. r., Journal of Health
ana Phys ical Edu cation
,
16:440, October 1945
06a. Sex Differences m Adolescent Motivation, Lund, F. H.,
Journal of Health and Physical Education, 16:39, January
1934
583. Status of Physical Education for Girls In the State of
Kansas, the, Nevins, I. Research Quarterly, 3:192-198,
May 1932
584. Status of Required Physi sal ion ii ges nd Uni-
versities of the United States, the, Shaw* J. H. and
era
,
1 M* Resear cl Quarterly, 17:2-9, March 1946
585 . Study of Factors Influencin Pc ti( - s ii n
men in an Elective Program of Physical Education, Kane,
I . B. He dgs on
,
r .
,
;i£arc:. -„u x-L^rly
,
1 0
:
5 7-66 ,
March 1939
Survey of the Requirement ana Credit In Physic
tion in Colleges ana Universities as of the Fall Term,
1944, Greve, M. D., Research luorterly, 16:120-12/, May
1945
586
.

PROGRAM (cont.)
537 • Y. M. C. A. Program of Physical Sducati n for Men Deter-
mined by Study of Expressed Preference ofboth Members and
Non-members, Brooks, R
. ,
Journal of Physical Education,
D0:10d, February 1933
PSYCHOLOGY
588. A Study of Eye-H nd Coordination, Karins, M., Jo urnal
Experimental Psychology, 17:878, December 153^
589. A Study in Variation in Response Time, Elbel, B. R.
,
Re sear cn .uarterly
,
10: 33-50, . arc 1939
590. Abstract of a Study of Differentials in Junior High Schc
Boys based on th Observation of Physical Education Activ-
ities: A 3ti ofPTingers vs Actives, Cowell, C. C.,
Research quarterly
,
6:129-136, December 1935
591. Adjustment and Personality Traits of Athletes and Non-
• iletes, rter, ; . C. nd Shannon, J. R.
,
School Review,
481 : 27-131 j Febru- ry 1940
392, An Attempt to Appraise Indivldvial Differences in Level of
-
-
.
,
Wenger, Journal Ex~~er 1 aortal Psy chology
,
p2 : 21 3 , Mar ch 1 943
593. An Experimental Evaluation of the Significance of three
’"’actors Involved in Motor Per f oruiaxices for General Motor
Ability, Campbell, M. , Journal . sntal s c a logy,
19:612, October 1936
594. An Experiment in t) < ology of Competition, Berridge,
H. L., Research pus, r t er 1 ;y
,
6 : Sup 37-42, March 1535
595* An Experimental Study of the Effect of Fear on Muscular
1
, J :son, C. 0«, Research :,u rte.-ly
,
4:71-
>
December 1933
596. Body Sway and Vision, Edwards, A. 3., Jc 1 Experimental
Psycholof
, , 36:526, December 1946
Cognitive Aspects of Motor Performances and their Bearing
on General Motor Ability, the, Campbell, M., Journal Exper
1 mental psycholo gy , 19:323, June 1936
5.7.
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PSYCHOLOGY (cont.)
Compensating Reinforcements of huscul r Tension Subse-
quent. to Sleep Loss, freeman, G. L., Journal Experimental
Psychology, 15:267, June 1952
Comoarative Study of Undergraduate Men Majors and Non-
Majors in Physical Education with Rescect to Certain Char-
acteristics, Weekly, H. J
. ,
^ s earch f
u
a rteriy, 11:72-79,
March 194-0
600. Conditioning the Human Plantar Reflex, Shi ley, \T . C.,
Journal Experimental P sy chol ogy, 15:422, August 1952
601. Characteristics of Gait of Normal idle Adults, the
ville, A. D. and Kreezer, G.
,
Journal Experimenta l
ogy, 21:277, September 1957
Glan-
Psychol
602. Effect of Emotional Excitement u on Mascul r Steadiness,
the, Kellogg, W. N., J urnal Ex erimental psychology,
15:142, April 1952
603 • Effect of Fatigue upon Varia Lity of ut ut in Muscul r
Work, the, Manzar, C. W.
,
J . .. r .o-- Exp er imen ta l Psycholo gy,
17:257, April 1934
604. Effect of Pitch Tone - Stimuli upon Bodily Resistance and
Cardis-Vascular Phenomena, Kisbach, L. E., J rne 1 Exper -
imental Psychology
,
15:167, April 1952
6 05 . Effect upon Reaction Time of Muscular ' ension Induced at
Various Preparatory Levels, the, Freeman, 2. I. and
Kendall, W. E., Journal Ex os r i mental f sy choi ogy , 27:156,
August 1940
606. Effects of Varying Pnriocs of Sie-n'o on Nervous Stability,
Omwake, K. T., Journal Applied Psychology, 16:623,
Dece aiber 1932
6 07 . Factors which Ma\ Influence the Participation in Physical
Education of 2 iris v nd 'Women 15-25 years of Age, Baker,
if. C., Research uar teriy
,
11; 126-131, May 1940
603. Muscular Tension and Mental Efficiency, Zartman, E. N.,
Gason, H., Journal Experimental psy chology, 17:671,
October 193^
609 . Pattern of Muscular Action in Si mole Voluntary Movement,
the, Davids, R. C., J ourns uExperimental psy c-.olory
,
51:347, November 1942

PSYCHOLOGY (cont.)
510. Personality Traits of College Majors in Physical Education,
Ragsdale, C. E., Research Out rterly
,
5:243-248, May 1932
611. Personality and the Athletic Girl, Fleming, Dr. S. G.
,
School aiu Societ y
,
39:167, February 10, 1934
612. Progressive part vs. the //ho ie Method of Learning Motor
Skills, the, Snay, 0. !., Res arch Quarterly , 5:62-67,
Dece Liter 1934
613* Psychological and Pedagogical Factors Involved in Motor
Shill Performance as Exemplified in Rowling, iebster, R.
W., Research Quarterly, 11:42-52, December 1940
614. Rat© and Direction of the Contraction Wave in Muscle Dur-
ing Voluntary teflex Movement, Travis, L. E. and Pat-
terson, M
. ,
Journal Ex >er imenta 4 Psychology, 1 6:208,
April 1933
615 • Relation of Height and Weight Measurements to Intelligence
and to Dominance-Submission among a Group of College
Freshmen, the, Middleton, ... C. nd Moffett, D. 0.
,
Research ,u-- rterly, 11:53-59, December 1940
616. Relation of Intelligence to the Learning of Fundamental
Muscular Shills, the, Kulcinski, L. E., Research Quarterl y
16:266-276, December 1945
617* Relation between Length and Difficulty in Motor Learning:
A Comparison with Verbal Learning, the, Scott, T. C. and
Hennenger, L. L., Journal Experimental Psychology ,
16:657, October 1933
618. Relationship between Play and Intelligence, the Boynton,
P. L. and Ford, 'T'. A., Journal Applied Psychology
,
17:294,
June 1933
619. Relations -between Personality Adjustment and Achieve-
ment in Physical Education Activities, the, Sperling, A.
P., Research _uarterly
,
13:351-363, October 1942
620. Relationship between Certain Phases of Kinesthesis and
Performance during the Early Stages of Acquiring Two Per-
ce otwo-Mot or Skills, the, Phillips, B. E., Research Quar -
terly
,
12:571-586, October 1941
621. StujLy of Personality of -lege Students of Physical Edu-
cation, Brown, M. G., Research u:-..rteriy
,
6:69-77,
December 1935
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PSYCHOLOGY (cont.)
622 . SStudy of the Reaction Time of’ Physically Trained Men,
Barley, L. R., Research Quarterly
,
15:232-239, Oct. 1944
TEACHER TRAINING
623. A Report on Teaching Combinations in Physical Education
In H3 h Schools of Illinois for Men and Women, Horton, C.
E., Re search Quarterly, 4:51-61, October, 1933
624. A Study of Suitable Majors or Minors that are Used in
Combination with Physical Education, Street, C. .
,
Re s -.ardi
Quarterly, 4:38-50, October 1933
625. A Stud Current Practices in Student Teaching' and Super-
vision, Jaciison, C. 0., Research Q,u rterlv , 3:152-158,
March 1932
626. A Study of the Present Status of Teacher Training in the
Dance in the State of Utah, Ensign, Research Quarterly
14:223-22?, May 1943
627. Evaluating trie Effectiveness of Supervision r Studs
Teachers, Rugen, M. E
.,
Res^arcn u: rterly
,
9*89-101,
October 1938
628. Evaluat n of Qualities and Capacities Essential to
Teaching Service, McKinetry, H., Reaear'c. Quarterly,
4:5-25, December 1933
629. Evaluative Criteria In Physical Education, Blech, T. E.,
Researci uarterly, 17:114-126, May 1946
630» Graduate Major in Physical Education, the, Hewitt, J. E
.
,
'Research rterly
,
13 : 25^-256, ha 1942
631* ruiding Principles in Teaeher Training from a Public
School Point of View, Blanchard, V. S
. ,
ssearc . u rterl y
3:30-92, May 1932
6 02
.
Personal Qualities of Women Teachers of Physical Education;
Their Relation to the Problem of the Guidance of the
Prospective Teacher, Palmer, I., Research rterly
,
4:31-48, December 1933
633 - Present Practices and Methods of Supervising Practice
Teachers in Physical Education, Kurachek, P. W., Research
quarterly, 12:131-140, March 1941
c<
t
-
s
<
t
•
-
TEACHER TRAINING-
634. Problems of Beginning Teachers of Physical Education in
the High Schools of Cstl'ifofnia, Kebricn, 6 * M., ' Research
Quarterly, 16:42-48, March 1945
635* Recent Changes in Student Tea cling Curricula and Major
Problems in Teacher draining at 43 Institutions of Higher
Learning, Jackson, C.O., 1- a a r c . ; u ar t er 1 y , 7:108-119,
May 1936
636 . Study of Present Practices in Supervision of Practice Tea-
.ers in Physical Education in Teacher-Train! Institu-
tions, Allphin, H. G., vS^arc . uarterly, 7:56-59,
December 1936
637 • Survey of the Problems Confr nting Men Student Teachers in
the Field of Physical Education, Brainard, A. ~., esearc b
quarterly
,
13:333-340, October 1942
633. Teacher Training Problem, the, Nielson, H. N.
,
Journal of
Health ana Physical Education
,
7:440, September 1938
639.
Teacher Education in Physical Education with Specific Ref-
erence to the Major Problems for ho men in Selected State
Teachers Colleges, Russell, H. L., Hes^ arc uarterly,
16:3-13, March 1945
TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Achievement Tests
640. A Comparison of Physical Achievement of Anglo and Spanish
American Boys in Jnior High School, Thompson, M. T. and
Dove, 0
. ,
Re s ar ch Hue rter l.y , 13:341-346, October 1942
641. A Sc or In Table for College Women in -he 50 yard Dash,
Running -road Jump ana Basketball Throw for Distance,
Mitchell, A. V., Research . uarterly
,
51 : Sup 86-91,
May 1934
642. A Test of Diving for Use in Beginning Classes, Bennett, L.
M., Research u rterly, 13: 109-115, March 1942
643. Achievement Examinations in L ad . into 1, Scott, ... G-. ,
Research ,u£ rterly
,
12:242-253, May 1941
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Achievement Test s (cont.
)
644. Achievement Examinations for Elementary and Intermediate
Tennis Classes, Scott, M. G-., Research Quarterl y, 12 : 40-
49, March 1941
645. Achievement Examinations far Elementary id Intermediate
Swimming Classes, Scott, . . G., Research Quarterl y,
11:100-111, May 1940
646. Achievement Scale Scores for Wartime Swimming, Hewitt, J.
E., Research Quarterly
,
14:391-396, December 1943
647. Achievement Scales In Physical Education Skills lor Chil-
dren in Grades 1, 2 and 3, Taylor, E. A., Elementary
School Journal
,
41:677-682, Ma y 1 941
648. Achievement Scales in Physical Education for College
Women, Cozens, 77 . W. and Cubberly, H. J., Research
Quarterly
,
6:14-23, March 1935
649. Achievement Scales in Physical Education Activities for
Boys and Girls in Elementary Schools and Junior High
Schools, Nielson and Cozens, Research Quarterly
,
5:3-13, October 1934
650 . Achievement Tests in Swimming, Parkhurs-t, M. C-.
,
Journal
of Health and Physical Education
,
5:34, May 1934
651. Achievement Tests in ’"'held Hockey for College ./omen,
Schmihate, M. and French, E. t Research Cuarterly ,
11:84-93, October 1940
652 . ACl ievement Tests in Volleyball for Junior High School
G-irls, Russel.l, N. and Lange, E., Research Quarterl y,
11:33-41, December 1940
653 . Achievement Tests in Volleyball for High School Girls,
French, E. L. anc Cooper, B. I., Research gua rt-ily,
8:150-157, May 1937
654. An achievement Seale in Archery, Hyde, E. I., Research
Quarterly
,
3:109-116, May 1937
655* Knowledge and Achievement Tests in Girls Basketball on
Senior High School Level, Schwartz, H., Research
Quarterly
,
8:143-51, March 1937

TESTS A. D MEASURE! E. TS (cont.,
Achievement Tests (cont
. )
656 . Measurement of Achievement in Archery, the, Hyde, E. I.,
Journal Educational Research, 27:673-686, 1933
657 • Measurement of the Achievement in honor Skills of College
Men, Howard, G-. /.
,
Columbia Teachers Co^- ege C^ntrib u-
tions to Education
,
Vol
. 733, 1937
658 . Nation L esearc St udj in Archery, Hyde, E. I., Research
...uarterly
,
7:64-73
,
December 1936
659. Studies Relating to Achievement Scales ii E ysical Educa-
tion activities, Russell, i . e.r: Lange, E., research
Eu. rterl
.y , 9:43-56, December 1938
Aptitude
66
0.
Measurement of Capacities for Learning Dance Movements and
Techniques, 3enton, R* J., es-,-arc u.-rterly , 15:137-
144, May 1944
Athletics
661. Method 0 Lning Scores of Mass it --tics and Eield Day
Events, HOtc kiss, A. S., Journal of Rea 1 oh ana Physical
Education, 3:18, Maj 1932
662 . Relation of Selected Structural ...a Fundamental Measures
to Success in College At leti.es, DiGiov
,
V. G.
,
Research -,u- rterly
,
14:199-216, Ma^ 1943
Ar cnery
663* An Achievement Scale in Archery, Hyde, E. I., Researc h
Quarts
,
8:109-116, May 1937
664
.
Measurement of Achievement in Archery, the, Hyde, E. I.,
Journal Educational Le [earch
,
27:673-686, 1933
66 5» National Research Stud} in Archery, Hyde, E. I., Ros-o r ch
Quarterly
,
7:64-73, December 1936
666. Physical Education Knowledge Tests: Developed by the
Department of Physical Education f 01 Women, University of
Minnesota: Hygiene, Fundamentals, Archery, Eield Hockey,
Snell, C.
,
Res ear r tarterly, 6 :78-94, October 1935
.c
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
n
Badminton
667 • Achievement Examinations in Badminton* Scott, M* G.j
.'A; scare quarterly, 12:242-253, Maj 1941
668. Standardization of a Badminton Knowledge Test Tor College
Women, Phillips, M., B.escnr c quarter l;p , 17:486, Mar. 1946
Basketball
669. A Basketball Motor Ability Test for College Women and Sec-
ondary School Girls, Dyer, J. T., S clour ig, J. 7 .
,
Apgar, Research
_
.-rly
,
10:123-14?, October 1939
670. A Short Battery of Tests to Measure Playing Anility in
Women's Basketball, Young, C-. and Moser, H.,
-,i-r rtorly
,
5:3-23, May 1934
671* A Study of the Use of Visual Aids in Basket Shooting
(Women), Anderson, T., Resaaro . :, i; rteriy, 15:532-537,
December 1942
672 . An Experiment in of Ability and Progress in
Basketball, Edgren, H. D.,
___y - re uarterly, 3:159-171,
March 1932
f3» Knowled . . Girls Basketball on
Senior High School Level, Schwarts, H.
,
Research Quarterl y
6:143-151, March 1937
674. Physical Education Knowledge Tests: Developed by the De-
partment of Physical Education, University or Minnesota:
Knowledge Tests of Volleyball, Soccer and Basketball,
Snelr, C.
,
Research Quarterly, 7 : 73-82, larch 1936
675* Studies . irin Bask tball Playing Ability of College
Woinen, Glass ow, R. B
. ,
others, sarch l,u rteriy,
9:60-68, December 1938
Bov:ling
676 . Value of the Motion Picture as an Instructional Device in
Learning a Motor Skill, the, Lockhart, A., R^s^arch
Quarterly, 15:181-187, May 1944
Ie
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Baseball
3 i¥.D MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
677. Physical Education Knowledge Tests: Developed by ..he
Dept, of Physical Education for Women, University of Min-
nesota, Tests in Coif, Riding, Tennis and Baseball, Snell,
G
. ,
Research ;u : rterly
, ( : 77- 91 , -
-C- It 76
Field Hockey
678 . Achievement Tests in Fie] ckey for College Women,
S chmihate , M . an 1 ven ch , 7 . , .- e&earc u? r te
r
1 y , 11:84-
93, October 1940
679. Construction of an Objective Type Test of Knowledge and
Interpretation of the Rules of Field Hockey for Women, the
Grisier, G. J. , Resear c h u-rt^rly , 7: 3uo 79-81, May 1934
680. Physical Education Knowledge Tests: Developed by the De-
partment of Physical Tducation for Women, University of
. ill, C., esearch u : r terly
,
6:78-94,
October 1935
Football
681. Grades of College Footbal Students, ,
,
G . A., C~ ool
and Society
, 36:307, September 2, 1933
682. Validity of Football Achievement Tests as Measures of
Motor Learning and as a Partial Basis for the Selection of
Players, Brace, D. K., esearch ^ r terly, 14:37^-377,
December 1943
Force and Velocity
683* - - easurement of Force and Velocity for Junior
High School Girls, Harris, J. F
. ,
Res oar ch ju r ter
l
p , 8:
114-121, December 1937
684. Measurement of the Velocity Factor and Athletic Tower in
High School Boys, Hutto, L. E
. ,
Research ju. rterly
,
9:109-128, October 1938
Golf
685 . A Statistical Analysis of Golf, Adams, H . 7'., Journal
Applied Psychology, 21:584, Au-ust 1937

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Golf
586. Criteria for Judging a Golf Knowledge Test, Murphy, M. A.,
Research uar t er1y
,
4:81-68, December 1933
Grading Student Achievement in Golf Knowledge, Murphy, M»
A
. ,
Research ... rterly
,
5:83-90, March 1934
. Physical Education Knowledge Tests : Developed by the De-
partment of physical Education for Itfomen, University of
Minnesota; Tests in Golf, Riding, CPennis ant Baseball,
Snell, C., lesearc. rterly , 7: 77** 91, - 1936
Gymnastics and Tumbling
589. Tests for Predicting Potential Ability in Gymnastics and
Tumbling, Wet stc e, E., -h-s-i rci. '.- L u rterly, 9:115-1^/4
December 1938
Intramural
590. Equating Opponents in Intramural Traci* Field Activi-
ties, Albany Physical Education Staff, Be search ;,u. rterly
,
6: Sup 219-226, March 1935
Riding
691. Physical Sduc tioi Knowledge Tests: Developed b, the De-
partment of Physical Education for ./ men, University of
Minnesota; Tests in Golf, Riding, Tennis and Baseball,
Snell, C
. ,
Researo U3rtsr_y
,
7:77-91, -
.
1956
Statin;;
h . ting Op onents in Skating, Albany Physical Education
Staff, Research ^uartcrky
,
6 :.. uo, 212-21 . arch, 1935
Speed factor
693 • Analysis of 3 :ed Factor in Simple Athletic Activities,
Rarick, L., Res rch quarterly
,
8: *,-105, December 1937
Swimming
- - - .±*7
694. A Test of Divir ’or Use in Beginning Classes, Bennett, L.
M.
,
Research u rt-rly
, 13 :109-115, March 1942
tt
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TESTS AND I TEASURE !<•71NT S (cont.)
Swimming (cont
. )
6 95 • A Test for Endurance in Speed Swimming, Cureton, T. K.,
Research Quarterly, 6: Sup 106-112, May 1935
696. Achievement Examinations for Elementary and Intermediate
Swimming Glasses, Scott, V . G-., Research Quarterly, 11:
100-111, May 1940
697* Achievement Scale Scores for Wartime Swimming, Hewitt, J.
E.
,
Re search
- uarterly, 14: 391-396, December 1943
698. Achievement Tests in Swimming, Parkhurst, M. 3-., Journal
o f Health and Physical Education, 5: 34, May 1934
699. Coordination Tests in Swimming; Wilson, 0. J., Research
Quarterly
, 5: 81-88, December 1934
-
. Equating Opponents in Swimming, Albany Physical Education
Staff, ReSgarch fuarterl,;
,
6: Su 209-211, March 1935
701. Floating Ability of Women, the, Rork, R. ?^d Hellebrandt,
F.
,
Research ,,nar •' c,rly
,
8: 19-27, ber 1937
702. Relative Effectiveness of Two Types of Frog Kick Used in
Swimming the Breast Stroke, the, Cake, F.
,
Rehear cn_
^uar oeri.
; , 15: 201-204, May 1942
703. Studies in the Rate of Learning Gross Rodily Motor Skills
( 1. Five Learning Skills; 2. Learning Skills in Swimming)
"race, D. K., Research Quarterly, 12: 161-185, May 1941
Tenni s
704. Achievement Examinations for Elementary and Intermediate
Tennis Classes, Scott, M. 7
. ,
Research Q uarterly,
12: 40-49, March 1941
705. Backboard Test of Tennis Ability, the, Dyer, J.T.,
Research Quarterly, 6: Sup 63-76, March 1935
706. Comprehensive Tennis Knowledge Test, ^'ewitt, J. E.,
Re search Ruarterly
,
8: 74-84, October 1937
707. Physical Education Knowledge Tests: Developed by the De-
partment of Physical Education for Women, University of
Minnesota; Tests in ^olf, Riding, Tennis and Baseball,
Snell, c., Research Quarterly
, 7: 77-91, May 1936
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont,)
Tennis (cont.
)
70S. Revision of the backboard. Test of Tennis Ability, Dyer,
J. T., Research quarterly j 9 : 25 -31 , liar ch 1938
Track and Fie ld
709 . A fall Decathlon for Trac u is, Cozens, F. W., Research
Quarterly
, 9: 3-14, May 1938
710. A Scoring Table lor College Women in the 50 yard Dash,
Running Broad ju 1 basketball Throw for Distance,
Mitehell
,
i, 7
. ,
Research rly
,
5 : S up 86- 91 , May 1 93 J
71 .1 . . Equating Opponents in Junior igh School Track an.; Field
Events, Albany sical Education Staff, Re s s .r ch
Quarterly
,
6 :Sup 20f~208, larch 1 r35
712. Equating Opponents in Intramural Tracm n Field Activi-
ties, Albany Physical Education Staff, Research quarterly ,
6 : Sup 219-226, March 1935
713*
* Slow Motion Picture as a Coach ... Device, the, Priebe, R.
S., and Burton, W. H., School Review , 47: 192-199,
March 1939
*
Soccer
714. A Study _n the Use of Knowledge ana Skill Tests in Soccer,
Heath, M* L. and Rod ers, E. G-. , Re esrea „ u iterly,
3:33-53, December 1932
715* Physical Educat a Knowledge Tests: Developed by the De-
partment of Physical Education for Women, Eniversity of
Minnesota--Knowledge Tests of Volleyball, Soccer and fas-
ketbsll, Sneli, C
. ,
Research Quarterly
,
7:73-82, Mar .1936
Volle yball
716. Achievement Tests in Volleyball for Junior High School
Girls, Russell, N. and Lange, E., Re see r ch Aus r ter iy ,
11:33-41, December 1940
717 • Achievement Tests in Volleyball for High School ..-iris,
. eh
,
E . L . and 'Go oner
,
B . I
. ,
Research quarterly
8:180-157, May 1937
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (coat.)
Volleybal l
713. Physical Education Knowledge Tests: Developed by the De-
pa.rtme.-t of Physical Education for Women, University of
Minnesota- -Knowledge Tests of Volleyball, Soccer and Bas-
ketball, Re £•=?&. . u rterly
,
7:73-82, March 1936
719. Prelimin .. Investigation of Volley . Playing Ability,
Brady, G . ?.
,
Res ear cr Vu rterly
,
16:1-— 17, March 1 945
720. Studies ^11 Testing Volleyball Skills, Bassett, G. B., and
others, Research ^u-ruerly
,
o: 60-72, December 1937
Attitude
721. Measure, in Physical Education for Women, Graybeal, E.,
Research Quarterly, 7:60- 63, December 1936
Balance
J22, An Analysis of the Components of Tests of Semicircular
Canal Function and of Static and Dynamic Balance, Bass,
R. J., ri.es ear c ~
,
uarterly, 10: 3d- 52, May 1939
723 . Note on Subjects used in iardizing a Railwalking
and the Ataxiograph, Fish r, .1. B.
,
J -.r .,..l Eh. er i-.^.. Gal
Psychology
, 36:93, Februar. 1946
724. Standardization of Two Tests of Equilibrium; The Rail-
walking Test and the Ataxiograph, - r, . . ., Buren,
J. E«, and Leggett, A. L.
,
nr :- I
L _
.
. l - 1 Psj ca. - j.yv
,
35:321, August -945
Gxass ificat ion
r‘25. A Comparative Study . ifying Pupils into
Homogeneous Groups for Physical Education, Kistler, J.,
Research quarterly, 5:42-43, March 1934
726. A Motor Ability Test for Un . . sn ..‘or tie Classi-
fication of Entering Students into Homogeneous Units,
Horton, M., Caldwell, C-. 1 1
. ,
Alaen, F. D
. , .
Research
Quarterly > 3:35-120, March 1532
727. A Pentathlon Scoring art as el on 10,6 , *r,
H., Research Ru.- rterly, 14:217-222, May 1943
ti
•
r.
*
I
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?EST5 AMD MSASthhEHShTS (con j
OlassilMca L^ on (c nt
. )
728. A Simplified Method of Classifying Junior and Senior High
School Boys into Homogeneous Groups ; or Physical Educa-
, on Activities, Stanshury, I., no-: -. ac a t erl
;, ,
12:765-776, December 1941
729* Age-Height-Weight as Factors in the Classification of El-
ementary School Children, Cozens, F. 7., and Nielson, N«
I •, J •ni-nv.l of Heal th ,
'
g sj c-.l Education , 3:21,
Decern er .932
730. Classification or Secondary School Boys for Purposes of
,
Cozens, F. .. t t 3rs, a.-:-: /.rc'. .uaco -. .
,
7:36-43, March 1936
731 • Construction of & Multiple Obstacle Run for Classifying
Junior High School Boys into Homogeneous Groups ‘or ahysi-
] s
,
the
,
Wear
,
C • L
.
,
Quarterly, 11:116-120, May 1940
Establishment of Oases for Classification of Junior and
3 i School Boys into Homogeneous 3-rou s for Physi-
cal Education, Kistler, J. R., _a irch Quarterly
,
8:11-18, December
-037
733. Equatin Opponents in Skating, Albany Physical Education
Staff*, Research u ..rte-i-l.y
,
6: Sup 212-218, March 1935
734. Equating Op • e in Swi ..
,
A.lban 3 Physical Education
Staff, Re scare' 6:Sup 209-211, March 19]
735* Equating Opponents in Junior High School Track and Field
Events, Albany Physical Education Staff,
_
quarter -
ly
,
6: Sup 203-205, March 1335
73c . Equatin< * oner ts in Intramural Track and Field Activi-
ties, Albany ical Education Staff, Researco quarterly ,
6 Sup 219-226, March 1935
737* Guidance in Required s ical Education, >rd, G-. T
.
,
Research Q,u. rterly
,
1^:278-292, May 1941 1
738. Physical Skill Tests for Sectioning Classes into Homogen-
eous Units, Johnson, G. B., Research Quarterly, 3: 126-
136, March 1932

84
TESTS ARD .• TASl : TL E TS (cent.)
Classifica t ion (c.nt .
739. Relationship of Measurements of General Motor Capacity to
the Learnir f Specific Psycl o-Motor Skills, the,
.
.
, _ _
ly
,
5:63-72, Marc . 1 ,
740. Study of Age, /eight. Height and Power as Classification
Factors for Junior High School Gi&s, tl e, ims, 2. G.',
Research yuan ter ly , 5:95-120, May 1 93
4
C orrelation of Tests
741. A Comparison of 5 Methods Designed to 'redict the iM
/eight of College Women, Oral.
,
... B., Research .^uorterly ,
15: 64-74, March 1944
742. A Comparison of "our Current M< ds of Estimating Physi-
cal Status, Marsha
,
. . I.
. ,
"held Development, 8:89,
March 1937
743. A Com rison E I oilman, D. I.,
Research Q,u ilerly, 6:79-93, 3 937
. f Two Method .
Rhythms, Buck, N., arterly, :36- ,
1936
745. A Critical Evaluation of Some
Classifying Boys for I ation, Bookwalter, K.J.,
R j ea r ch „ ua r t er 1
y
,
10: -127, - - 1939
746. An Assessment of the Validity ht-Yfeight Class Divi-
si on s for High School Girls, Bookwalter, K. V., Res ear ch
^U'-rterly, 13:145-148, R,
;
1544
747. Analysis of Vital Capacity as 3
School Boys, Cureton, T. L.
,
iseir^.' ..uarterly, 7:80-32,
December 1936
748.
Correlation of Rogers Te t hysieal Capa.city and the
Cubberly and Cozens Measuremet t of Achievement in Basket-
>
all, . _ . . Lcr, L.,
11:58-65, October 1940
749
.
Comparison of the Rogers .Test and the City College of New
York Physical Proficiency Test as basis for Classifying
Students for Activity in Physical Education, Sperling, A.,
Re s e r ch Q itnrter ly
,
11:144-149, March IS40
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TESTS a: D . EAST .EIEE.FJS (cont.)
Correlation ox* Tests (cont.)
75 O. Comparison ©f Physical Fitness Ratings as Determined by
the Puise-ratio Test and Rogers Test of Physics 1 Fitness,
Ri Tender icK, R. H>
,
Research Quarter !;, , 1; : 95-181,
March 1942
751 • ributlon of Breathing Capacity to the Physical Fitness
Index, VanDalen, D., ResearcF quarterly
,
7:93-95,
December 1956
752. Critical Analysis of Test Elements used in Physical Educa-
tion, Wendler
,
A. J
. ,
Research Quarterly
,
9:64-76,
March 1938
753* Functional Tests : The Reliability of the Pulse-ratio
Test, Henry, F. and Far er, D., Researc u rterly,
9:81-87, May 1938
754. Inadequacy of Strength Norms, Griff its, C. H., Research
Quarterly
,
6:117-124, December 1935
755* Relation between Leg Lift and Sit-ups, Karpovich, P. V.
and others, \e search guar Lerl y , 17:21-23, 1 rch 1946
756. Relatic iship between Measures of Motor Educability and
t l@ Learning or Specific Motor Skills, the, Gire, E. and
Espenschade, A*, Research „u- a
_,
13:43-56, March 1942
757* Reliability id Validity of the Questionnaire Method, the,
... ey, C Rese r - rterly, 6 : 31- 43
May 1934
758. Study of the Sit-up Type it as a Means of Measuring
Strength and Endurance of the Abdominal Muscles*,: DeWitt,
R. I
. ,
Research quarterly
,
15:60-63, March 1944
759- Study of t elationsl ip between the General Factor in
Events Primarily Depending Upon Strength, and the General
Factor in Foiir Br J us 3 rmen's Method of
Analysis for "f", A. F. gen. Research Quarterly, 6 :S
122-127, October 1935
760. Study of an Instrument for the Selection of Lag Leaders
.vities, Bidlake, L. A., Journal of
Physical Education, 29:183, ji ne 1932
)

o6
TESTS AMD MSASCASiX- TS (cent.)
Con-ela t ion ji‘ las ts (coat . )
761 . Testing in Physical Ec , Krakower, H., Research
Quarterly
,
8:54-67, 1" r ch 1 937
762. Utilization of I •JoCloy ' s Athletic Index with ihe California
Achievement Scales, the, Bookwalter, K. .i
•
,
Research
quarterly
,
6:59-62, March 1535
763* Validation of Maes Type Physical ?i tnes c sts with Tests
of Work Capacity, Scott, M. C . , Moody, , and fils an, . .,
Research '. u, rterly
,
16:28-133, May 1545
764.
Validity of Various sts as Measures Motor Ability,
- r terl y, 6: Sup 15-25,
March 1935
Character
765. .a Behaviour Frequency Rat for the Measurement of
Character and Personality in Physioal Education Class-
room Situations, Blanchard, 5. E
. ,
Jr., Quarterl y,
7:56-66, May 1936
766. A Comparative Analysis of Secondary School Boys and Girls
Chriveter and Personality Traits in Physical Education
Classes
,
Bl£ ichard, J . E.
,
Jr., R~ c arc uarterly ,
17 : 33 - 3 9 , Ma rch 1 946
7J7* Behaviour Frequency Rating Scale for- the Measurement of
Character and Personality in High School physical Educa-
tion Classes for Boys, O'Neil, F. 7., vly ,
7:67-76, May 1936
768. General Elements in Character, Mo Cloy, C. H.,
yr rteX.ly, 6: Sun 99-109, October 1935
Dance
7693 Measure of Capacities for Learning Dance Movements and
Tec lique
,
Benton, R. J. , Re sear- rt . , 15:157- •
,
May 1 944
770. Objective Men sure meat
Dancing to university
Re s c ar ch nor ter 1y , 6
of Success in Teaching of
,
. 3ha m
-
,
M.
33-58, March 1935
’oil:
A f'n
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont
Intramural
771. Equating Opponents in Intramural Track and ^ield Activi-
ties, Albany Physical Education Start, Research Quarterly,
6: Sup 219-226/ March 1935
Kn owleage
772. A Study in the Use of Knowledge and Skill Tests in Soccer,
Heath, M. L. ana Rod.iers, E. Re search Quarterly ,
3:33-53, December j-932
773» Comprehensive Tennis Knowledge Test, Hewitt, J. E
.
,
Research Quarterly, 8:74-84, October j-936
774. Construction of an Objective Type Test of Knowledge and
Interpretaion of the Rules of ^ield Hockey for Women, the,
risier, G. J., Research Quarterly, 5: Sup 79-61, May 193z
775. Construction of Knowledge Tests in Selected Professional
Courses in Physical Education, French, E., Research
Quarterly, 14:406-424, December 1943
776. Criteria for Judging a Golf Knowl - e Test, Murphy, K.A.,
Research uarterly, 4:81-83, December 1933
777 • Grading Student Achieveme t in Golf Knowledge, Murphy, M.
A., Re sear ch .uar terly
,
5:63-90, March 1934
778. Knowledge Test on Source 1 terial in Physical Education
Incluuing As ects of Health Education and Recreation,
Sefton, A. a., Research Quarterly, 7:124-136, .ay 1936
779* Knowledge and Achievement Tests in Girl's Bssketball on
Senior High School Level, Schwartz, H., Re search Quarter.n
8:143-151, March 1937
780, Measurement in Physic 1 Tducation iDr Women, Graybeal, E. :
Research quarterly
,
7:60- 3, December 1936
781 Objective Measurement of Success in Teaching of Folk Danc-
ing to University en, S .ambaugh, . E., Re search
Quarterly
,
6:33-58, March 1935
782. Physical Education Knowledge Tests: Developed by the
Department of Physical Education far Women, University of
Mirmespta- -Tests in Golf, Riding
,
Tennis and Baseball,
Snell, C
.
,
Research Quarterly, 7:77-91, May 1936

TESTS AND MEASUREMENT S (cont.)
Knowledge
7op. Pnyslcal Education Knowledge Tests: Developed by the
Department of Physical Education for './omen, University of
Minnesota- -Hygiene, fundamentals. Archery, Hockey, Snell,
C., Research Quarterly
,
6: 76-94, October 1935
784. Physcial Education K owledge Tests: Developed by the De-
partme. t of Physical Education for ;omen, University of
Minnesota--! sts of Vol eyball. Soccer , Basketball, Snell,
C., Research Quarterly , 7:73-82, March 1936
785 . Standardization of a Badminton Knowlea t e Test for College
//omen, Phillips, I'., Research Quarterly, 17:486, Mar. 1946
Methods
786. Experimental Investigation of the ‘eacbing of "earn Games,
Rodgers, E. G.
,
Columbia Teacher s Col le ge Contr ibutions
to Education
,
Vol. 680, 1936
"
Motor Ability
787. A ketball Motor Ability Test for College Women and
Secondary School "iris, Dyer, J. T., Schurig, J. C.,
Apgar, 3. L., Research ,uarterly
,
10:128-147, Oct. 1939
788. A Comparative Study of Motor Abilities of Negroes and
Whites, Rhodes, A., Child Development
,
8:369, Dec. 1937
789* A Motor Ability Test for University Women for the Classi-
fication or Entering Students into Homogeneous Units,
Horton, M., Caldwell, G. M. and Alden, E. D. , Research
Quarterly
,
3:85-120, M. rch 1932
790. A Multiple Strength Index of General Motor Activity,
Dunder, V. C-, Research guar-erly
,
4:132-142, Oct. 1933
791* A Study of Common Motor Achievements at the Preschool Age
McCaskill, C. L., nd /ellman, B. L., Child Development ,
9:141, June 1933
A Study of the elationship of Certain Measures of Rhyth-
mic- Ability and Mo 00 r Ability in Girls anc. Women, Lennon
E., nnu Sherborn, 2., Research Quarterly 5: Sun 82-85,
May 1934
792 .

.3£
TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Motor Ability (cont . )
793« The Assessment of Mo tor Abilities of College Women thru
Objective Tests, Scot
,
l. G-., Research quarterly
,
10:63-83, October 1939
794. The Brace Scale used with Yeung Children, Vickers ,Poyntz,
Baum, Research Quarterly, 13:^ 9 9-308 , October 1942
795* Development of Motor Abilities During the First Three
Years, the, Bayle^
,
N
. ,
Child Develoome^ t Monographs,
1: No .1
,
1935
796. Differential Measurement of Speed in Primary School Chil-
dren
,
tie. Carpenter, A., Ch^ld Development
,
12:1,
March 1941
797» Eacuor Analysis of Motor Ability Variables and Test's,
wit Tot £ i.,. C e , L rson, L. A., Research 3,uar-
terl
.y , 12:499-517, October 1941
798. Individual Differences in Motor Adaptations to Rhythmic
Stimuli, Haight, C. C., Research Quarterly
,
15:38-43,
March 1944
799. Inter-relationships of Motor Abilities in Young
•
Children,
Gooden0ugh, F. L. an Smart, R. C., Child Development,
6:141, June 1935
800. Measurement in Physic - Education for Women, Graybeals,
E., Res :.ro . uarterly
,
7:60-63, December 1936
801. Measurement of General Motor Capacity and General Tot or
Ability in Tirst Three Grades, Carp • - er, : ho - -ar ch
Quarterly
,
13:444-465, December 1942
802. is ,t of Motor Ability in College Women, ) iston,
D., Research lurterly
,
8:181-185, Ma; 1937
803. Measurement or General Motor Capacity and General Motor
Ability, the, McCloy, C. H., Research uarterly
,
5:46-61,
May 1934, Sup
04. . .tor Ability Teots for Hi h Sc ool 9. is, Powell, E. and
Howe, E. G
. ,
A- r-carch iuorteri;y, 10:81-88, December 1939
605. Motor Ability Tests for College Women, ; o.tt
,
M. J.
,
R- search ^uorterl.,
,
14:492-405, December 1943
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TESTS AID MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Motor Ability (cont.)
806. Practice Effects xn the Stunt Type Test, Espensehade, A.
S., Res-arch quarterly, 16: 37-41, . arc 1945
0O7. Problems Related to Motor Ability, Wellesley College Stud-
ies, Re earch iuarterly^ 9: Suo 57-66, December 1938
Relation of Reaction Time, Speed ana. Agility of Big
Muscle Groups to Certain 3 ori Skills, Beise, D. and
Peasele:
,
V., Research uarte , : , -142, March 1937
809. Relation between the Learning of a Motor Skill and Meas-
ures of Strength, Ability, Educability and Capacity, the,
Erhlich, G., Res- Quarterly, 14:46-59, March 1943
810. Some Relati onships of Fine ross Motor Abilities,
ashore, H. .
,
Research u rterly, 13 *.259-2 f4, Oct .1942
811. Tests of Change of Direction as Measurements of Different
Kinds of or Ability in Boys of trie 7-8-9 Grades, Gates,
D. D. and 3 ieid, R. D., Quarterly, 11:136-
147, October 1940
812. sts a.. Analy is of General Motor Ability, be lies ley
le<ce Studies, Resear c Quarterly, 9: Sup 49-56, March
1938
Motor Capacity
813
.
Measurement of General Motor Capacity and General Molor
Ability in First Three Grades, Carpenter, Research Quar-
ueriy, 13s 4h4-463 , December 1942
314. Measurement of General Motor Cs. a city nd General Motor
tv; t e. McCloY, C. H., Research Quarterly, 3: Sup
46-61, I-Iay 1934
315. delation between the Learning of a Motor Skill and Meas-
ures of Strength
,
ability, Educability and Capacity, the
Ehrlich, G.
,
Research Quarterly, 10:46-59, March 1943
Motor Control
816. Development of Motor Control in Young Children: Coordin-
ated Movements of the Finders, Karr, M., Child Develop-
merit, 5:381, December 1934
r:
t
:
'
_ .
e ?
c <
• •
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TESTS AND ... ELEMENTS (cont.)
ho t or Coordination
817 . h Study of the Development of Motor Coordination in
Infant Between the Ages of 58 and 67 Weeks, Dudley, D.,
Duncan, D., and Sears, E., Child Development , >:82,
March x932
818. Hurale Jump as a Developmental and Diagnostic Test of
Motor Coordination for Children from d-12 years of Age,
the, Cowan, E. A., and Pratt, B. M. , Child Development ,
5:107, June 1934
Mo tor Educability
819. A Preliminary Study of Factors in Motor Educ lity,
McCloy, C. H.
,
Research Quarterly, 11:28-39, May -940
820. Analytical tudy of the Stunt Type Test as a Measure of
Motor Educability, McCloy, C. H., Research Quarterly ,
3446-55, October 1937
821. Be . .vi our Patterns of Throwing and Some Observations con-
cerning she Course of Developmeu in Children, the,
„uu, M. R., Research 'Euan Leri) , 9i20-24, October 1938
822. Factors in Motor Educability, Carpenter, A., Researc
^,uarte.-ly
,
14:36t-371, December 1943
823 . Motor Eaucability pests for ,\omen College Students,
Hatxestad, L. n
. ,
Research Quarterly 13:10-15, March
1942
824. Relation between the Learning of a Motor Skill and
Measures of Strength, Ability
,
Educability and Capacity,
the, Ehrlich, G.
,
Re search Quarterly
,
14:46-59, March
1943
825 . Studies of the Johnson Test as a Test of Motor Educabili-
ty, Methany, E., Research Quarterly, 9:104-114,
December 1938
826 . Tests of Mote iucability for the First Three Grades,
Carpenter, A., Child Development II; 293, December 1940

TESTS AND I EASUREMENTS (cent.)
Motor Fitness
827. A Report or the T-st Committee of the Western Association
of Departments of Physical Education foi len in Col-
leges ana universities, Espenschade, A., Research quar-
terly
,
14:397-401, December 1943
823. A Short Screen Test for Predicting Motor Fitness, Cure ten,
T. K., Welser, L. and Huffman, W. J., Resea rch Quarte r!. ,
16:106-119, May 1945
829. Improvement in Motor Fitness Associated with Physical Ed-
ucation and Physical Fitness Clinic Work, Cureton, T. K.
,
Research .uarterly, 14:154-157, May 1943
830. Me tor Fitness Test for High School G-irls, O'Connor, M.E.,
Cureton, T. K., Research arterly, 16:502-314, December
1945
031 • -- bor Fitness Tests for Farm Boys, Wittenhorn, J. R.,
Re
s
ear ch aterly
,
13:432-443, December 1942
Motor Learn ing
832. Studies in Motor Learning of Gross Bodily Motor Shills,
Brace, j. K. , Research 'uarterly , 17:242, Dec. 1946
Motor Performance
833* Influence of Chi nological Age on Motor Performance,
McCloy, C. H., Research Quarterly , 6:61-64, May 1935
834. Motor Performance in Adolescence Including the Study of
e lationships with Measures of leal Growth and Matur-
ity, Esoenschade
,
A., Child Deve lop ment Monographs 5:
No .1, 1940
835* Motor Performance of Normal Young Men Maintained on Re-
stricted Intake of Vitamin B Complex, Brozek, J.,
Gieetzkow, H., Mickelsen, 0. ana Keys, A., Jo urnal
Applied Psycholo f ,,, , 30:359, August 1946
006. Standardization of a Test of Hand Strengt-h, Fisher,
Birrea, J. E., Journal Applied Psycho l ogy
,
30:380,
august 1946
K . B
.
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Motor Rh;y thm
837 o A Study of Rhythmical Capacity and Performance in Motor-
Rhythm in Physical Education Majors, A. .nett, T., Research
Quarterl y, 3:183-191, May 1932
338. Effect or Training on Rhythmic Ability and Other Problems
Related to Rhythm, the
,
Wight, M. 0., Child Development
,
8 :
-o9 > June 1937
839.
Ex erimental Study of Rhythm in Gymnastics and Tap Danc-
ing, cCristal, K. J., Research 'uarterly, 4:63-75,
May 1933
~
840. Or ouo Progress or White and Colored Children in Learning
and Rhythm Pattern, Muzze^
,
d. M.,Research Quarterly,
4:62-70, October 1933
841. Rhythmic Responses of Negro na White Children, Two-Six,
VanAlstyne, D. and Osborn, E., Child Development Mono-
gjgapns, 3 : ' T o. 4, 1937
Motor Skil 1 s_
842. A Study of'Accuracy of Direction in Motor Skills at Dif-
ferent Distances as Determined by the Relative Size of
the Angle or Error, Moffett, D. C., Research Quarterly,
13: 466-480, December 1942
843. An Experiment in Physical Education Activities Related to
the Teaching of i:OLor Skills andHonesty, Cl-vett, M. A.,
Resear ch ^uarte ri.)
,
p: 1^1-127, arch 1932
844. Development of fundamental Sport Skills in College '.‘/omen
of Low Motor Ability, Saiit, E. Research f uarLerly
,
15:330-339, December 1944.
345. Factorial Analysis of Ability in Fundamental Motor Skills,
Jones, L. M
. ,
Columbia Teachers College Contributions to
Education, Vol7 60 5, 1935’
846. Hurdle Jump as a Measure of the Motor Proficiency of
Young Children, the, ’’artman, D. M.
,
Child Development,
14:201, December 194-3
847* easurement c Achievement in Motor Skills of Colie s
Men, Howard, C-. W., Columbia Teachers College Contricu-
tions to Education,~Tzri
. 733 . r93T" — — ~
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Motor Ski lls j^ont^)
843. Relation between the Learning of a Motor Skill and
Measures of Strength, Ability
,
Educability and Capacity,
Ihrlioh, g.
,
. e a s ar ch yy..ru
.
,
14:46-59, March 1943
849. Studies in the Rate of Learning Gross Bodily Motor Skills;
1. Learn: ng Skills; 2. Learning Skills in Swimming,
3rs.ce, D . K., Re.-.earch quarterly, 12: 181-135, Muj 1941
850. Value of ohe Motion Picture as an Instructional Device in
Learning a Motor Skill, Lockhart, A., Res arch oriy,
15: iui-ioY, May 1944
Physical Ability
851- A Simple Objective and Reliable Measure of Flexibility,
Leighton, J. R., Research da rleri^
,
x^:ao5-21o. May 1942
352. Coefficient Performance Chart, Jefferson, H. //., Research
Quarterly
, 11:148-154, October 1940
855* Critical Study of the Factors Determining Effective
Strength ToSoa for women. Carpenter, A., Rss^ar c’^ duarter-
ly, 9:3-52, December 1936
8p4. Daily Variations in the Breathing Caoacity and Grip
Strength of preschool Children as Related to the Occur-
rence of Colas, Metheny, E, Child Development
,
12:69,
March 1941
655 • Differential Measurement of the Sneed Factor in Large Mus-
cle activities, Coleman, J. W., Research Quarterly ,
8: 123-130, October, 1937
^jC. Effec'i of Maturation on Physical Skill as Measured by t .
Johnson Fhyf ical Skill Test, the, Keeler, L. D
. ,
Research
Qyr I'terly
, 9:54-58, October 1958
857* Factor Analysis Methods in the Measurement of Physical
Ability, McGloy
,
E., Re search Qua rterly, 6: Sup 114-121,
October 1955
858 . Ninth Annual Report of the Committee on Curricular Re-
search, Cozens, F. V., Research Quarterly, 8: 73-78, May
1937
' “
859. Organization of Physical and Motor Traits in Jr. High(cont
J

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Physi cai Abli ity
859* School Boys, the, Ragsdale, C. E., and Breekenfeld, I.J.,
cont. Re search Quarter ly
, 5: 46-55, October 1934
860. Physical Performance Level for High School Girls, Re-
search Commiboee, National Womans Section on //Oman's
Athletics AAHPER, Journal or Health and Physi cal Educa-
tion
,
16:508-311, June 1945
861. Preliminary Study of Standards of Performance in Athletic
Skills of Junior l School Roys, Daughtrey
,
G
.
,
Research quarter !;.
,
7:81-88, October 1936
6o2. Preliminary Investigation of Volleyball Playing Ability,
Erady, G. E.
,
Research uarterly, 16:14-17, March 1945
863* Relation of "Quickness of Bodily Movement" to success in
Athletics, the, Keller, L. E
. ,
Research Quarterly
,
13: 146-155, May 1942
864. Relation between Phy sic* 1 Witness and "Success" in Physi-
cal Education Activxties, the, ’arks, R. L., Research
quarterly, 6: Sup 263-268, March 1935
865 . Report on Some Experimentation with a Skill Tost, McElroy,
H. N., Research Quarterl y, 9:32-o3, October 1938
866. Revision of the Backboard Test of Tennis Ability, Dyer, J.
T., Research Quarterly
,
9:25-31, March 1938
867 . Strength, Power and Feminity Influencing the Athletic Per-
formance of College Women, Carpenter, A, Research
Quarterly, 9: 120-127, May 1938
868. Study of the Performance of Japanese Boys and Girls in
Physical Education Activities, Cozens, W., xResearch
uarterly, 7:42-44, May 1936
869. Study of the Relation of Certain Measurements of College
Women to Throwing Ability, Watson, K. G., Research
Quarterly, 3: 131-140, October 1937
370. Studies in Testing Volleyball Skills, Eassett, C-. B. and
others, Research Quarterly
,
8: 60-72, December 1937
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Physical Ability (cunt.)
371. Tests for Predicting Potential Ability in Gymnastics and
Tumbling, Wettstone, E., Researc h Quarte rly , 9:115-127,
December 1958
872. Weighted Strength Tests for the Prediction of Athletic
Ability in High School Girls, Anderson, T. W., Research
Quarter ly
,
7: 136-142, March 1936 *
Phy sical Ab i 1 ity and Intelligen ce
873 . A Comparison of the Academic Grades and Intelligence
Scores of Participants and Non-participants in Intramural
Athletics at University of Kentucky, Hackensmith, C. W.
and Miller, L., Research ug rter-ly, 9:94-99, March 1958
874. A Comparison of the Intelligence of High School Athletes
with Non-athletes, Jones, R. H., Scnoo l and Soc iety,
42: 415, Sent. 21, 1935
375. A Comoarison of the Subject Elections and the Schoolastic
Records of Athletes and Non-athletes, .Tones, H. S.,
Re sear ch Quar terly
,
5:101-110, December 1954
376. A Study of the Schoolastic Attainment of Letter Winners
at the State University of Iowa, Tuttle, . /. and •
Beebee, F. S., Research Quarterly , 12:174-180, May 1941
877 . An Inquiry into the Correlation Between Physical Witness
and Schoolastic Standing
,
3-iauque, C. D., Research
Quarterly , 6 : Sun 269-275» h rch 1935
878 . Athletic Ability an- Scholarship A Resume of Studies
30m arin* Scholars. li Abilities of Athletes and Non-ath-
letes, Davis, E. C. i 3ooper, J. A., Research Quarterly ,
5: 68-78, Dec. 1934
879* Athletics . . Ac ievement in High School, ^inch, F. H«,
Schoo l and Society, 35: 299- February 27, 1932
880. College Careers of High School Athletes and " T on-a thletes
,
ton, D. : i Shi nnon, J. R., Scho ol Review , 42: 356-361,
May 1934
881. Comparison of the Intelligence and Athletic Ability of
College Men, DiGiovama, V. G., Research Quarte rly , 8:
96-106, October 1937

TESTS AND 1 EASURE!'fSNTS (cont.)
Phys ical Ability aud Intelligence ( cont. )
882. Does a Physiological Correlation Exist c-tweexi Basic In-
telligence and Physical Efficiency of School Children,
Milne, E. T. and others, Pedagogical Seminary and 0-en eLl.e
Psy chology
,
63: 131-40, September 1943
883» Grades of College Football Students, the, Maney, C. A.,
S cho ol and S ociety, 33: 307, September 2, 1933
884. High School Letter : 'en--Their Intelligence and Scholarship,
Reals, . . . and Russ, R. G.
,
School Rev iew
,
47: 534-540,
September 1939
885
.
High School Athletics and Scholarship Measured by Achieve-
ment Tests, Cormany, W. J. B
. ,
School Review, 43: 456-461,
June 1935
386. Ini.er-relationships of Physical and Rental abilities and
Achievements of High School Boys, Ray, H. C., Resear ch
^uartei-l j , 11: 129-141, March 1940
887 • Participation in High School Toot call as a mac tor Affecting
College Attendance and Scholarship, Henning, E. J., Jo urna l
Applied Psy chology
,
29: 236
,
1945
863. Relation Between Intelligence and Certain Aspects of Physi-
cal Ability, Seegers, J. C. and Postpichal, C.
,
J ournal
Educational Re sear ch, 30: 104-109, October 1936
889» Scores in English of High School Athletes and Non-athletes,
Shannon, J. R., School Rev iew
,
46: 128-131, February 1938
90. Standardized Achievement Measurements of Athletes and Non-
athletes, Snoddy, M. L. and Shannon, J. R., School Review,
47: 610-613, October 1939
891* Study of the Relationships that Exist Between Physical
S .ill as Measured by ener L Ii ,elligence of College Stu-
dents, Johnson, G. B., Research Ruarterly
,
13: 57-59,
March 1942
Physical Fitnes s
892. A Comparison of Certain Physical Developments of Freshmen
Athlete® and Non-athletes, .Mieneke, K.
,
Research Quarterly
3: 2a3-234, May 1932
.• 4
!
4
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Physical Fitness (
c
unt
.
)
393» A Simple Method of Testin e Physical Fitness of Boys,
Gallagher, J. R. and Brouha, L., Research arterly ,
14: 23-30, March 1943
urement of she Leg Lift,
Carpenter, A., Research su^.rterLy 9: 70-72, Oct. 1938
895* A Study of the Effects of Two piete on Physical Powers,
Rosenberg, L. C. and Rogers, F. R., Re search uarter ly
,
6 : Sup 257-262, March 1935
896. An Analytical Stud^ of Strength Tests Using the Universal
Dynamome Ler
,
Wendler, A. J., Research usrterly, 6 : Sup
81-85, October 1935
897* Analysis of the Physical Fitness ofFreshman Male Students
at the University of Iowa, Wendler, A. J., Research
Quarterly
, 13: 323-327, October 1942
898. Andover Physical Fitness Testing Program, Johnson, T. J.,
and others, Res earch quarterly
,
15: 16-22, March 1944
899» Apparent Importance of Arm Strength in Athletics, the,
McCloy, C. H., Re search Tuarterly
,
5: 3-H, March 1934-
900. Application of Testing to Determining the Physical Witness
of College Women, Howland, I. S., Resear ch " uarterly
,
7: 120-123, May 1936
901. Appraising Physical Status: Selection of Measures, 'McCloy,
C. H., Iowa Studies
,
Vol. No. 12, 1936
902. Appraising Physical Status: Methods and Norms, McCloy, C.
H., Iowa Studies
,
Vol. 15, Mo. 2, 1938
903. Aporaisinp Physical Status, rcCloy, C. H., Iowa Studi e s,
Vol. 15
,
1938"
904. Army Air forces Physical Witness Research Program, Head-
quarters, AAF, Washington, D. C., Re sear c.o luarterx
,, ,
I 3 : I 2- 15 , March 1944
905. Breathing Capacity and Grio Strength of Preschool Chil-
dren, Methany, E., Iowa Studies
,
Vol. 18, 1940

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont)
Phy s
i
c-.l Fitne ss (cont .
)
906. Comparative Study of Three Types of Chinning T^sts, Dewitt
R. T., Res ear ch Quarterly , 15: 249-251, October 1944
507. Comparative Study of Physical Fitness Indices as Measured
oy Two Programs of Physical Education: the sports method
and apparatus method, Wilbur, 7. Re searc:- -uerterly ,
14: 326-392, October 1943
908. Differential Analysis of Sit-ups for Strength and Muscular
Endurance, Wedemeyer, Research Quarterly , 17: 40-47,
March 1946
909* Effect Upon Pulse-rate of Various Cadences in the Step-up
Test, the, Miller, W. A. and Elbel, B. Res earch
Quarterly , 17: 263, December 1946
910. Endurance of Young Men : analysis of enduring exercises
and methods evaluating motor fitness, Cureton, T. K.
,
Huffman, W. J., Welser, L.,Kireilis, R., I. , Q.,
Child Developmexit honograp hp , IQ, No. 1, 1945
911. Evaluation of the Physical Status of City College Students
on Basis of Two . . ardized Tests, Ehrlich, G. and Suer-
ling, A., Research ..u, rterh
,
ip: 229- 2R2, hay 1942
912. Factor and Validit; alysis of Strength Variables and
Tests with a Test Combination of Chinning, Dipping and Ver
tical Jump, Larson, L. A., Research uurter-ly
,
11: 82-96,
December I 940
913* ctional Physical Witness Test for College 1/0man, Clark,
H. L.
,
- Journal of Heal th and P ysj 1 __--h» 353-
394, September 1943
,14. Further Data on the Pulse-ratio Test for College Women,
Phillips, M. , Ridder, E., and Yeakel, H . , Re search
Quarterly
,
14: 425-429, December 194p
915. Heart Rate and Blood Pressure as Me es of Physic 1 Con-
dition During Adolescence, Pennock, E. /., Research
Quarter ly
,
6: Sup 120-125, May 1935
916 . improvement in Motor Fitness Associ teu. with Physical Edu-
cation and Physic 1 Fitness Clinic Work, Cureton, T. K.,
Research quarterly
,
14: 154-157, May 1943
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Physical Fitnes s ( cont
.
)
917. The Integrated Post Sx-rcise Pulse-Product as a Measure
of Physical Fitness, Kelley, E., R . search Wearier-^
,
12: 65-76, March 1941
918. Maximal Pack Test of Exercise Tolerance, Taylor, 0. L.,
Re search <u- rterly, 15: 291-302, December 1944
919* Measurement of Certain Aspects of t:.e Physical Fitness
College Women, Mohr, D. R., Research Quarterly, 15 :
340-349, December 1944
920. Measurements of Organic Efficiency for the Prediction of
Physical Condition in Convalescent Patients, McCurdy, J.
H. and Larson, L. A., Research j us rterly, 6 : Sup 73-97,
December 1935
921. New Studies in the Sargent Jump, VanDalen, D., Research
Quarterly
,
11:112-115, May 1940
922. Physical Efficiency as Measured at the University of CM 1-
ifornia* Kleeberger, F.
,
Research juarterlj
,
3: 151-172,
Kay 1932
923» Physical Fitness of hen Entering the Army Air Forces,
Karpovich, P. V., an^ Weiss, R. A., Research Ruart erly ,
17: 184,- October* 1946
924. Practice and ^ati, ue Effects in the Sargent Test, the,
Henry,
,
Research uarterly, i-3: 16-29, March j.942
925» Preliminary Study of the Validity and Reliability of the
City College Physical Proficiency Test, Ehrixch, G-. and
others. Research guarteri.\
,
12: 777-784, December 1941
926. Recent Studies in the Sargent Jump, KcCloy, C. F.,
Research Quarterly
,
3: 235, 242, May 1932
927. The Relationship of Certain Sociological Factors to P. F.
I. Tests in a Specific Rural Environment, Jack, H. K.,
Research qirterl y, 6: Sup 25O-256 , March 1935
928. Relation Between Physical Fitness and "Success" in Physi-
cal Education Activities, the, Parks, B. L., Resear ch
uarterly, 6: Sun 263-268, March 1935
Selection of Physical Tests for Measuring Y. ? , 0 . A.
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TESTS AND T'EASUEEMENTS ( cont
. )
Physical Witne s s (cent
.
)
) 928. Secretaries, the, Hernlund, V. F., Re sear cl uarte]
. 6: Sup 26-36, March 1935
929. Seven Quickly Administered Tests of Physical Capacity,
Burpee
,
R. H
. ,
Columbia Teachers Colleg e C c n tributions to
Education
,
Vol . 818, 1940
930. Significance of Strength Tests in Revealing Physical Con-
dition, the, Rogers, F. R., Research Quarterly, 5: 43-46,
October 1934
931. Simplification of the Pulse-ratio Technique for Rating
Physical Efficiency &nd Present Condition, Tuttle, W. W.
and Dickinson, R. E., Research Quarterly 9; 73-80, May
1938
932. Speed Sit-ups, Havlicek, Resear ch Quarterly , 15: 75-77,
March 1944
933* Step Test, the: A Simple Method of easuring Physical
Fitness for Muscular Work in Young Men, Brouha, L,
Research Quar terly, 14: 31-36, March 1943
934. Strength Tests as Measures of General Athletic Ability in
College Men, Cozens, F. E., Research Quarterly, 11: 45-52,
March EL 940 ' ^
935* Strength Test Forms for College ,omen Entrants, Dri f tmler
,
S., Research Qu rterx^ , 8: 80-85, March 1937
936. Strength Testing in the First Three Grades, Carpenter, A.,
Research C uarterly, 13: 328-332, October 1942
937* Studies in Strength Testing for High School Girls, Ander-
son, T. W.
,
Resear ch Quarterly
,
8: 69-73, October 1937
938. Study of Correlations on Measure... nts of Men Students at
Pomona College, Ilsley, M. L .
,
Research Quarterly, 11:115-
120, March 1940
939» Study of the Effect of Different Physical Education Pro-
grams on the Strength Index of Ninth Grade Roys, Rath, E.,
Re search Quarterly, 13: 169-177, hay 1942
940. Study of the Results of Sight Weeks of Participation in
a University Physical Pitaess Program for Men, Kistler, J.
W
. ,
Research uarterly, 15: 23-28, March 1944

3Lu2
TESTS AND MEASU EMET 'TS (cont.)
Physical Fitness (cont. )
941. Study of Arm and Shoulder '"'irdle Strength of College
Women in Selected ^ests, Wilson, K
. ,
Research Cuorterly,
15: 258-267, October 1944
942. Studies in Physical Efficiency of College Students,
3rouha, L., Prada, N. Vv .
,
Savage, E.
.
,
Research
Quarterly, 15: 211-224, October 1944
>4y. Test Manual for Indiana University Motor Fitness Indices
for High School and College Age Men, Bookwalter, K. W.,
Research uarterl.\
,
14: 356-365, December 1943
94A. use of a Belt to Measure Leg Strength Improves the Admin-
istration of F. F. I. Tests, Everts, E. W. and Hathaway,
G. J., Research a^.rterly, 9: 62-69, October 1936
945* Validity of Heart Rate and Blood Pressure Determinations
as Measures of Physical Fitness, Salit, E. ?. and Tuttle,
tf. /., Res earch Quarterly
,
15: 252-257, October 1944
Prediction
946. A Snort Screen Test for Predicting Motor Fitness, Curetcn,
T. KL-
,
Wslser
,
L. and Huffman, V. J., Research .. :• _ .. .
,
16:106-119, May 1945
947. Prediction in Physical Education, Patterson, £.,
esearch
. uarterly, 10: 67 - 71, March 1939
Program
948. A Critical Analysis of Achievements in the physical Fit-
ness program for Men at Iuaiana university, Bookwaiuer,
K. W., Res ear cn quarterly
,
14:184-193, May 1943
949. A Physical Conditioning Program as Conducted ..t Michigan
State College, Daubert, R. B.
,
Resear
c
... Quarterly
,
14:
175-i6b, May j.543
950. A Study of the Moot pouul r Games of Low Organization;
Grades one to six, Eckdahl, G. C., Research Q,u£ rzerlj
,
10: 120-123, March 1939
951 • A Study of Improvement in .Fitness of College Freshmen
Women, Petroskey, H. I'., Research Cu-.rterly, 16:257-265
December 1945
? •
;
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TES S AND MEASURE: F. 5 (cent.)
Program ( cont
.
)
952. Changes in Endurance and In Arm and Shoulder Girdle
Strength or College /omen in Certain Physical Education
Classes, Smally, J. E. and Smalley, M. A., Research
. uarterly
,
16: 139-147, Kay 1945
953* Effects of Klnesiological Teachi on the Performance of
Junior* High School Boys, Daughtrey, G . , Rosear ch Quarter ly,
16: 26-33, March 1945
954. Effects of Various Physical Activities on the Physical
Witness of University Men, MacKenzie, D. H., Re search
Quarterly, 6: Sup 125-143, March 1935
955* Evaluating Practices in Health and hysical Fitness,
u i htstone. Research Quarterly, 7: 26-
,
March 1936
956. Evaluation of Certain Phases of a Junior College Physical
Education Program, Hernbund, V. F. and Barfield, U. G.
,
rterly
,
6: Sup 235-243, March 1335
957- Factors in the Regular Physical Education Program that
are Least Attractive to the College Girl, the, Alden, M.
A., Re search Cuart erl,.
,
3: 97-107, December 1932
958. Individual Differences in Interests and Efforts of College
Women as Related to a Program of Physical Education,
Waggoner
,
M
. ,
Research Quarterly, 6: Sup 66-95, October
1935
959* Interests and Participation of Boys in Voluntary Physical
Education Activities, the, Clevett, M. A., Resear ch
Quarterly
,
5:27-42, October 1934
960. Learning in Relation to Felt Peed, Rodgers, E. C-.
,
Journa l
of Health and Physical Education, 8: 593, December 1937
961. Military Athletics at the University of Illinois, Johnson,
R. H., Research Quarterly, 14: 378-390, December 1943
962. Program and Sport Choice of Navy V-12 Trainees, the,
Cozens, F. W., J ournal of Health and Phys ical Ed ucati on,
15: 540, December 1944
Some Findings Resulting from the army Air Forces Physical
Training Program, Larson, L. A., Research Quarterly,
17: 144-164, May 1946
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Program (cunt .)964.
Some Results of Physical Training under the Army Special-
ized Training Program, Wieman, E. E., Res ea rch Quarterly,
16:87-94, Kay 1945
965. Test Results of the University of Michigan Physical Con-
ditioning Program, June 15-September 26, 1942, Hughes, B.
0., Resear ch Quarterly, 13: 498-511, December 1942
966. Use of Intramural Participation Statistics, Clarke, H.U.,
Re sear ch ^u^rterly 6: 27-32, March 1935
967 . Yale University Completes one Year of Its Wartime Physical
Training Program, urphy, T. W. and Wickens, J. S.,
Re search ,„ u. rteriy
,
14: 333-341, October 1943
Reaction Time
968. Measuring Reaction Time )f Athletes, suroee, R. H. and
Stroll, W., Research Quarterly, 7: 110-118, March 1936
969. Racial Differences in Reaction Time at the Preschool
Level, Harmon, C., Child Development , 8: 279, Sect. 1937
970. Relation of Reaction Time of Tive Year C Id Children to
Various ^actors, the, Pomeroy, J. E., Child Development,
9: 231, September 1938
971. Relation of Reaction Time, Speed and Agility of Big Mus-
cle G-rou'os to Certain Snort Skills, Peise, D and Peaseley,
V., Research Quarterly, 8: 133-14-2, .larch 1937
972. Study of the Reaction Time of Physically Trained Men,
Barley, L. R., Research Quarterly , 15:^32- 9,
October 1944
Teacher Tra in lng
>73 . A Rating Profile fa* Student Teachers and Teachers of Phys-
ical Education, Brown, M. C
. ,
Research 3 u?
r
teriy, 9: 73-
81, October 1938
974. A Study of Teaching Difficulties in T hysical Education,
Graybeal
,
E., Re search Quarterl y, 10: 84-91, a. 1939
975 • An Examination for the Selection of Students in Physical
Education, Ashbr-ook, W. P., Journal of Health and Physi-
cal Education, 3: 18, February 1932
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TESTS a: D MEASUREMENTS (cont.)
Teacher Tra ining, (cont
.
)
976. Comparative Study of Undergraduate Women Majors and Non-
Majors in Physical Education with Respect to Certain per-
sonal Traits, Duggan, A. S., Research C uarter-ly, 8: 58-45,
October 1937
977* Correlation between Success in Student Teaching and
Success on the Job, Blesh, J. E., Research Quarterly,
13: 357-399, October 1942
978. Development of a Scoring Key on the Strong Vocational In-
terest Inventory for Women Teachers of Physical Education,
the, Collins, P. J., Research Quarterly, 13: 156-165*
May 1942
979* Learning Problems in Student Teaching, Crown, l . C.,
Research Quarterly
,
11: 25-32, December 1940
980. National Study of Professional Education in Health and
Physical Education; National Committee report on stand-
ards, Nielson, N. P., Research Quarterly
,
6: 48-68,
December 1935
981. Problems of Beginning Teachers of Physical Education in
the High Schools of California, Kebric, E. K., Journa l
Educationa l Research, 39: 288-291, December 19^5
982.
Problems in the Placin of Practice Teachers, Abbott, S.,
Re search Quarterly, 7:151-158, March 1936
^~3» Standards for the Selection of Persons to be Trained for
Placement in Health and Physical Education, Cottrell, E.
B., Re search ua rterly, 9:63-72, May 1938
984. Supervising Student Teachers in Physical Education at Uni-
versity of Michigan Secondary School Level, Rugen, M. E.,
Research Quarterly, 7: 44-55, March 1936
TIMING
985. A Survey of Devices used in Measuring Short Time Intervals,
Lockhart, A., Research 7 uarterly, 12: 757-764,
December 1941
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UNCLASSIFIED
986. A Comparison of Lhe Vigorousness of "lay Activities of
Preschool Soys and. Girls, Fales, E., Chila Development
,
8 : 144, June 1937
987. A Critical Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Tea-
cher in the Physical Inspection of Public Scnool Children,
Miller, B. W., Resear ch quarterly
,
14: 131-143, May 1943
988. A Fifty-Nine Year Survey at Yale Reveals Freshmen are
Becoming Younger, Heavier and Taller, Deegan, W., Research
Quarterl y, 12: 707-711, December 1941
989* A Historical Study of the Concern of the federal Govern-
ment for the Physical Fitness of Non-age youth reference
to the Schools 1790-1941, Drew, A. G., Research Quarterly,
16: 196-205, October 1945
99C. A Rating Scale for the Selection of Athletic managers,
Nordley, C. L., Research Q uarterly , 4: 111-117,
December 1933
991* A Rating Scale of the Vigerousness ol lay Activities of
Preschool Children., Fales, E., Child Develo meat
,
8 : 15,
March 1937
i
1 . 0 . A Sul..., lie Relat 2tween Partici ation in Col-
lege Athletics and Vocational Success, Thisted, N. N.,
Re search Quarterly, 4: 5-20, October 1933
9>3* A btudy of Individual Differences in Ereathing Capacity
in Relation to Some physical Characterics-, Kelly, H . ".,
Iowa Studies, Vol. 7 , 1933
994. A Study of the Development of Textbooks in Physiology and
Hygiene in the United States, Barton, H. Research
Quarterly, 14: 37-45, March 1943
995* An Analysis of the Mathematical Curves Underlying Some
Physical Education Test Items, Ehrlich, G., Research
Quarterly 1
,
17: 270
,
December 1Q46
996. Analysis of Physical Fitness Index Test Scores of Air
Crew Students at uhe Close of a Physical Conditioning Pro-
gram, Clarke, H. Harrison, Research Quarterly, 16:192-
195, October 1945
997. Factor of Age in Teaching Physical Education, the, Cahn,
L
. J
. , Rosear ch Quarterly, 10: 9^-96, May 1939
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998. Gymnasium Class "Death Rates", Howard, I., McCloy, C.H.,
Journal of Physical Education, 33:45, January-February
1938'
999. Influence of Aging on Power and Endurance in Man, the,
Dawson, P. M., Resear ch Quarterly, 16: 95-101* May 1943
1000. Physical Ability as a Factor in Social Adjustment in Ad-
olescence, Jones, u . E., Journal Educational Re search,
40: 287, December 1946
1001. Registrations in Fine Arts and Physic 1 Education, Jessen,
C. A., School Life, 23:55, October 1937
1002. School and Society Reviews Physical Education, Coffey, R.
E., Journal of Phys i cal Education, 36: 6
,
Sentember-
October 1938
1003. Staffs and Salaries in t e Supervision of Health and
Physical Education, Carr, W. G.
,
Re search quarterly, 6:93
97, October 1935
1004. Status of the Graduate Faculty in Physical Education,
Hewitt, J. E., Research quarterly, 16:231-^40, October,
1945
1005 . Status of Physical Education in the High Schools of Illi-
nois 1945, Claps, J. C., Research Quart erly, 17:132-143,
May 1946
1006. Studj of the Amounts and Types of Physical Educ.- tion ma-
terial found in Education Magazines, Shearer, F. M.,
Research Quarterly 7: 131-135, March 1936
1007. Traits Characteristics of Men Majoring in Physical Educa-
tion at the Pennsylvania State College, Walke, " T . S.,
Columbia Teachers College Contributions to Education,
Vol. 735," 1937
'
UN T FORMS
1008. A Survey of Athletic and Gymnastic Costumes Used by
American Girls and Women, Lee, M., Research Quarterly,
3: 5-47, March 1932
1009. Standards in Physical Education Costumes for Girls and Wo
men
.
Small, C
. ,
Research Quarterly, 5:70-84, October 1934
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